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Two student tickets vie for top OCB seats
By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer

From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m today,
off-campus students can vote at
the Memorial Union for next semester's president and vice-president of the Off-Campus Board.
Two sets of candidates are
running for the offices. Kurt Meletzke, OCB's vice-president this
year, is running for president with
Kurt Anderson as his nmning mate.
Jessica Loos, past OCR president
for two years, is also running for
the office again with Abby Alexander as her vice-president
Meletzke and Anderson have
been in OCB for the pasttwo years
and have also served as senators in
student government. The academ-

ic affairs committee, now a major
committee dealing with student
interests, was originally Anderson's idea.
If elected,they plan to work on
improving community relations
and getting more involved with
students.
They also want to make the
leadership in OCB less hierarchical and autocratic.
"003 should be an organization governed from below,"
Anderson said.
Anderson also mentioned he
would like to put together a srudent's guide to UMaine, full of
student input about classes, professors, apartments, etc
"Traditionally, OCB has had
an adversarial role with the ad-

ministration," Anderson said.
"Where one student voice gets
lost,with a group - OCB - it doesn't
get lost."
Out of about 6,500 off-campus
students, only 500 voted in last
year's 003 elections
Presently, OCB has between
17-20 members, but any off-campus student is encouraged to get
involved.
"Anybody voting for ()CB
should think about being on it,"
Anderson said.
Loos and Alexander also want
to get more students involved in
OCB. They hope to do that by
making it a more diversified, but
consistent organization
During her presidency, Loos
feels 003served as an "advocacy

group which represented off-campus students on issues such as
community relations, university
alcohol po,icies, censorship, fees
and tuitions."
Loos decided to run again
"because a lot of people asked her
about it and she'd have a good
support network."
Alexander, her running mate,
wasthe publicist for OCB last year.
If elected, Loos and Alexander
hope to bring more entertainment
to campus
"Programming on and offcampus has become repetitive and infrequent," Loos said. "Student
bands, as well as fresh, outside
talent need to be utilized in more
creative ways."
Loos also wants OCR to be-

come involved again with bringing concerts to campus. OCB has
brought major acts here in the past,
such as Stevie Ray Vaughn, Violent Femmes and Arlo Guthrie.
Like the other candidates,they
Want to change the leadership of
003.
"We want to make it more
pluralistic and not so autocratic,"
Loos said. "With my past experience and a new outlook, I think I
can do that."
"We want to establish a more
cohesive organization to provide
consistency for students so that
they know who to turn to," Alexander said.
"At the very least, OCB has a
responsibility to make the students
aware of the issues," Loos said.

CIT cuts
services
Melissa Adams
Staff Writer

Jessica Loos(R)and A ihvkle,cander,(Photo by Scott LeClair.)

Kurt Meletzke (10 and Kurt Anderson.(Photo by Scott LeClair.)

Sigma Chi being closed due to alcohol violations
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
The Sigma Chi fraternity at the
University ofMaine isclosing down
due to an unregulated party but will
re-open in January of 1992, according to Michael Ursillo, northeast representative of Sigma Chi
International.
•
The UMaine chapter had an
unregulated party on February 16m
which alcohol was served, in violation of their probation, he said
Sigma Chi was put on probation

by UMaine and the international
organization last year for an unregulated party and was not allowed to
serve alcohol as a result of the suspension .
UMaine's suspension was one
year and the international organizalion's was two years.
The iIlegal,non-Residential Life
party which caused the original
suspensions occurred on November
30, 1989. During the party a nonstudent was assaulted by a member
of Sigma Chi.
The victim was reportedly taken

to a local hospital for lacerations to
the face and hands. There were also
r:Torts of a lawsuit against the university and the local and international Sigma Chi chapters, but Ursillo said it was never filed.
John Moon, who is the live-in
advisor of Sigma Chi, said there
have also been allegations that a
rape occurred at the house after the
February 16 party.
Twenty-four members of the
fraternity have been suspended because of their involvement in the
illegal party, he said.

Four brothers who were not involved in the party are still memhers of Sigma Chi and may return
when the house re-opens.
When it reopens next January,
the house will be known as the
"Sigma Chi Scholars Residence,"
Ursillo said, and brothers will he
required tomaintainan certain grade
point average. There will be no alcohol served at the house as well.
Next semester the Housing
Corporation will be working on
improving the house, according to
Moon.

New towing policy causing problems at UMaine
By Michelle Hikel
taff Writer
Misunderstandings about the
new towing policy have caused
parking problems at the University
of Maine.
The policy, approved by
UMaine President Dale Lick ia
January, was introduced in tit!,
Student Senate by those who felt
towing "was unfair to students"

and gave a "bad image of the university to those visiting the cantpus," said student governmeint
President Stavros Mendros. :
According to Assistant Dirdctor of Public Safety Charl'es
Chandler, much of the confusiOn
overthenew towing policy maybe
attributed to the fact that an article,
published in the Maine CampUs
explaining the university's new
policy "wasn't read carefully."

"The towing ban was proposed, ism major said her friend unknowapproved and intended for im- ingly parked in a fire lane and was
proper lot parking. For every other towed the next day.
offense such as parking on the turf,
"Because of all the snow we
in fire lanes, handicapped spaces couldn't see the fire hydrant or the
or loading zones, cars will be whit lines. The next day the snow
towed," he said.
.
me* and my friend's car was
Deanna Partridge, one student tow4l," she said.
confused with the policy said after
midge said although hei
reading the article, she thought the friend did not know whether the
"towing ban appliedtoeverything."
*TOWING on page 14
Partridge, a first year journal-

An 18.55 percent cut in the
Department of Computing and
Instructional Technology's(CM
budget has forced serious cuts in
services and the lay-off of four
employees.
Effective immediately, all
photographic Lservices have been
eliminated by CIT, as well as the
transfer of graphic services to
Public Affairs and the repair of
audiovisual equipment off-campus
According to Andrew Abbott,
director of CIT,the latest round of
budget cuts, combined with last
year's 15 percent cut and an additional two percent across-the-board
See CIT on page 20

Inside
Study shows Maine
students face higher
debts. Page 6
Sports
Comics
Crossword

page 17
page 16
page 9

Weather
Today: High of 52.
Windy, Chance of
thundershowers.
Thursday: High of
54. Partly sunny.
Chance of showers.
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Basra hunger, sickness and desp
eration

By Wafa Arne
Associated Press Writer

BASRA,Irq(AP) — Barefoot boys and
girls fight offs
of flies to collect water
from puddles ra4ik with the bodies ofanim
als
Hungry childre are fed starch and
water
instead of milk
After two w and a month-long
Shiite
Muslim rebelli , Basra's people are
often
hungry, ill and desperate.
The southern
boItity Western reporters visited this week
little resemblance to the
thriving port of 1 Million people that once
was
known as the Vertic.t of the Middle East
.
The city was hammered by artillery
during the 1980-88 war with Iraq; poun
ded by
allied bombs during the war for 1Cuwait;
and

further devastated when Saddam
Hussein's
tox)ps put down the uprising by Shiit
e rebels
that followed the Gulf War.
The rattle of gunfire could still be hear
d in
the distance Monday, and soldiers
and residents said the area remained unsafe.
"Adults and children have died and
are
still dying from severe malnutrition and
diseases we cannot confirm (diagnose) beca
use
of lack of equipment and medicine,"said
Dr.
Salem Bakos of Al-Tahrir hospital.
"During the last two weeks, five babi
es
less than 8 months od have died here
," he
said.
Doctorssaid Al-Tahrir, which wasridd
led
by bullets inside and out, was the city'
s only
functioning hospital. Dr. Mohammed
Jasserri
said about two dozen new patients were
ad-

mined each day because of severe dehy
dration or other critical conditions.
Bakos accused the rebels of looting
the
hospital's stores, destroying equi
pment,
stealing or burning ambulances and expe
lling
patients. Reporters were unable to conf
irm
how the visible damage occurred.
No one knows how many people now
live
in Basra,but it is certain that many were
killed
or fled the recent fighting. The streets
of the
city were littered with the stinking bodi
es of
dead animals,some gnawed by packs
ofroving
dogs and covered with flies and mosquito
es.
Residents said municipal water supp
lies
were cut off when the allied bomb
ing began
Jan. 17, and service has not been
restored.
This week, women and children coll
ected
water from the polluted Shan-al-A
rab water-

way,or from muddy puddles — some fouled
by the bodies of animals.
"We don't care if the water is clean. We
need water and this is what we have," said a
15-year-old boy who gave his name only as
Hussein.
Government food deliveries halted during
last montl'srebeIlion,residentssaid,leavingthe
blaek market as the only source for supplies.
"If food products are found in the black
market, the prices are usually very high. We
cannot afford to buy it and feed our children,"
saidSarnira Hussein, a mother offour whose
husband wasreported missing in the GulfWar.
At the market, vendors sold tomatoes and
cucumbers scattered on the dirt in front of
them under a blanket of insects, the odor of
dirt and dead animals filled the air.

LA police chief returned to dut
y unti

By Linda Deutsch
Associated Press Writer

• LOS ANGELES (AP) — A temporar
y
court order returned Police ChiefDaryl
Gates
to work but left unanswered the ques
tion:
Who in City Hall controls the Poli
ce Department?
Superior Court Judge Ronald M. Sohi
gian on Monday reinstated Gates pend
ing
an April 25 hearing. The ruling sets
aside
last week's vote by the Police Commissi
on
to put Gates on paid leave while the
videotaped police beating of a black motorist
is
investigated.
The judge told both sides to prep
are
arguments on whether the City Council
has

the authority to reinstate Gates over
the
Police Commission's objections.
Goes was expected back at work Tues
day.
"I think it's time to cool it," he said after
the ruling. "Let's get together. Let's get
this
city back together."
Thejudge's ruling came after Gates filed
a lawsuit seeking reinstatement and
after
civil rights sued to prevent him from
returning to his duties.
The dispute is an unprecedented powe
r
struggle between the City Council and
the
Police Commission, which is appointe
d by
Mayor Tom Bradley. The outcome
could
reshape city government, officials say.
"The legal question is far-reaching,"
said

l hearing

Jane Ellison, legal counsel for the
mayor.
"The dispute comes down to who
is responsible for the supervision of the
Police
Department."
The city charter does not give the coun
cil
authority to overrule commissions.
But the
Police Commission's vote on Thur
sday to
suspend Gates so angered the council
that it
reached for a creative legal maneuver
to stop
it.
Invoking itsa uthority tosettle all laws
uits
against the city, the council voted
10-3 on
Friday to reinstate Gates as part of
a settlement of the lawsuit he filed three days
later.
"What a scholar of the charter woul
d say
is that the City Council can't, through
the
threat of litigation, obtain powers it does
n't

already have," Ellison said
City Council President John Ferraro sees
it differently.
"We have the authority to settle lawsuits,"
Ferraro said.In reinstating Gates,the coun
cil
exercised its responsibility to look out
for
the financial welfare of the city, he said.
The Police Commission is so concerne
d
by the reversal that members are consider
ing resigning en masse, the Los Angeles
Times reported.
Commissioner Melanie Lomax said that
what's at stake is "'viability of the
Police
Commission" and "whether or not
the
commission has the authority to take civil
ian control of this department in this atmo
sphere."

News Briefs
Loans to be tightened up

MCLU drops pri

son case
Endara ousts democrats
WASHINGTON(AP) — The EducaMaine to host photO school
PORTLAND(AP)— U.S. District Judg
e
tion Department says it will tighten up
PANAMA CITY (AP) — Pres
the Gene Carter has accepted a
iden
t
CAMDEN(AP)— Eastman Kodak Co.
motion by the Guillermo Endara has
Guaranteed Student Loan Program,whic
kicked the powerful says it will
h Maine Civil Liberties Union to with
convert a former Camden founddraw its Christian Democrats out of
now has a 17 percent default rate on its $55
his government, ry into what
suit that sought to upgrade conditio
it calls the world's first facility
ns at confident that he can go it alone
billion in loans.
even though for teaching
Maine State Prison in Thomaston.
phot
ographers,graphic designhis party is virtually unrepresente
"This department will return accountd in the ers, artists and publishe
The suit was filed in October because
rs how to manipuof national legislature.
ability and professional managemen
t to poor living conditions at the
late photographic images with computer
prison's segthe financial aid programs," said Depu
s.
His announcement Monday that he had
ty regation unit, custoly units and
Kodak bought the former Knowlton
East Wing ousted all five Christian
Education Secretary Ted Sanders.
Democratsfrom his foundry
Annex. but the MCLU decided to
for an undisclosed sum Monday,
drop the 12-member Cabinet capped
more than a company Vice
case after negotiations with prison offic
President Raymond Deials. year of bickering that was paralyzi
Wright's operations fined
ng efforts Moulin announce
d at a press conference.
to rebuild the war-shattered country.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former Tou
rist bus fire kills 36
House Speaker Jim Wright's fund-rai
sing
Cholera spreading steadily
ISTANBUL,Turkey(AP) — A doub
le- Restructuring stays in limbo
committees will pay $15,000 in fine
s for decker bus carrying Greek touri
TUMACO, Colombia (AP) — Lati
sts caught
violating federal election laws in acce
AUGUSTA(AP)— The onset ofa stud
n
pt- fire today in front of a hotel,and
y
Amer
ica's worst cholera epidemic in
police said into restructuring state gove
ing and documenting more than a quar
a
rnment will re- century is
ter at least 36 people trapped insi
spreading slowly but steadily
de were killed. main in limbo for at
million dollars in donations
least another week as alon
A travel agent and a witness said a
g
Colo
mbia
's Pacific coast,and health
man
set lawyers are called in to wrestle with
The fines cover activities both by
a political officials fear the
the fire.
disease may flourish amid
problem.
Wright's political action committee, whic
h
The bus was about to take the touri
the
squa
lid
cond
itio
ns.
sts,
The Special Commission on Gove
distributed niondy to other politicians, and
rnwho were on Easter vacation, on a
Offi
ciil
s
on
Mon
day reported 11 new
sigh
tse- mental Restructuring, whose May
by the committee that raised rnoney for
1 deadline cases of the
his eing trip around Istanbul. At least
dise
ase,
bringing the number
five
of
the
for making preliminary recommendati
own election campaigns. ALso involved was
ons, of victims in Colo
dead were children, said a police offic
mbia
to at least 42.
ials
remains on hold as Republican Gov.John
a third committee which served as a joint
R. Cholera has killed
who spoke on condition of anonymit
mor
e
than
y.*
900 PeruviMcKernan and Democratic legislat
fund-raising operation for the other two.
ive ans and infected
nearly 130,(X)0 since it
leaders trade accusations about whic
h side first appeared
Suit filed against banker
in late January.
is being less cooperative
Zoo asks public for funds
MACHIAS(AP) — The Machias SavLONDON(AP)— The London Zoo
is ings Bank has filed suit in Wash
Prison escapee apprehended
ington Railroad accidents increa
asking the public to donate $17 million to
se
County Superior Court to freeze
MECHANIC FALLS(AP)-- A man
nearly
allow the 165 -year-old menagerie to stay
WASHINGTON (AP) — Accident
$400,(XX) in property owned by
s who escaped from the
the
bank
Maine Correctional
's
at railway crossings are gtowing
open and keep its 8,000animals in Regent's
increas- Center in Sout
former senior vice president.
h
Win
dham was appreingly deadly, due in part to high
Park.
er train hended early this
Paul V. Wood of Bucks Harbor, a
morn
ing in Mechanic
14spee
ds, according to a safety advocacy
Zoo director David Jones said in a
year employee at the bank's central offi
Falls, authorities said. .
ce
in
grou
p.
statement Monday night announcing
the Machias until the bank released him
Kenneth Billings, who was serv
Feb. 11,
The group's statistics showed that
Save Our Zoo appeal: "Without public
ing a
nine five-year tarn
is under investigation by the FBI and
for drug trafficking, offered
the
of
the 1,492 people killed across the
support and financial assistance, the zoo
country no resistance
U.S. Justice Department of allegedly
when federal marshals and
em- in 1989 and 1990 in railroad
cannot be retained."
crossing acci- state
bezzling $393,610.
troopasapprehended him at 1:30
dents were from Maine.
am.
at a house,astate police disp
atcher said.
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Conley offers affordable help for UMaine,community
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
In many communities,quality speech and
hearing services may be too expensive or
inaccessible to college +dents and other
individuals.
For members of the University of Maine
and the surrounding area, quality speech and
hearing services are only a phone call away or
a walk across campus - to the Conley Speech
and Hearing Center.
Located in the basement of North Stevens
Hall,the center has been providing diagnostic
and therapeutic speech and hearing services
to the university community for over 20years.
Since the late 1960s, UMaine students,
faculty, staff and their families, as well as
residents of surrounding towns, have been
coming to the center for diagnosisand therapy
from the center's staff - UMaine Speech
Communication faculty and Speech Communication Disorders undergraduate and graduate
students.
This semester there are 19 students in the
center with 26 clients,ranging in age from 18
months to adulthood.
Along with the Unportant outreach and
community service provided, the students
working at the center gain an invaluable byproduct of their work - experience.
"The Center is really two-fold (in purpose): a way of providing services to the
community, both at the college level and
within the area of Bangor-Orono-Old Town,
and also a training program for students who
are learning how to be a speech language
pathologist," said John Petit, professor of
Speech Communication and coordinator of
clinical services and training.
"There are two classes that are required of
both undergraduate and graduate students,"
he said."For undergraduates,they have a two
semester requirement in their senior year and
graduate students have a minimum of two
semesters - sometimes as many as four."
While the faculty of the Speech Communication department must spend at least onequarter of every semester in some aspect of
the center, such as working with clients,
therapy, diagnostic testing or supervision,
students are also assigned clients and are
responsible for their diagnosis and treatment.
"Undergraduates get assigned two clients
(for two semesters their senior year)," Petit
said "There's five hours of contact time and

another two to three of preparation time
"Graduate students get four clients(for at
least two semesters), sometimes as much as
10to 12 hoursof contact time,plus an hour or
clinical discussion with a supervisor."
While students can learn all about speech
pathology and communication disorders from
a textbook,the experience gained at the center
is crucial to the students' education.
"You can't do therapy without practice,"
he said."The more practice you get the better
you feel about what you're doing.
"You can't really be in this profession
without doing a clinical," he said.
Along with the experience the students
receive, the clients also fare well. UMaine
students are treated without cost and community members are billed stanclari charges.
There is also help for people with fixed
incomes.
"We have a sliding fee scale, so if your
income is limited,we'll workout a feeschedule
with you," Petit said.
"Ifsiacarne to a point where we had to do
it without cost,then we'd do it without cost," Martha Pfirrnan,Grad Student, works with Feleshia Carter,4 1/2 years old,from Old
Town at the Conley Speech and Hearing Center.(Photo by Tim Boyd.)
he said.
Statistics show the,center's services are
appealing to the community, with the latest
survey showing over 2,500 clients served in
1987-1988. From those clients, $6,500 of
service was generated and put back into the
center forequipment and materials. Although
the center is housed by the university,it isselfsufficient and does not receive a budget.
In addition to the on-campus services
maintained by the center, off-campus services have been implemented as well - such as
students working at the Bangor Mental Health
Institute and with children on Indian Island.
"Both those (areas) represent unique opportunities for students with a special population,"Petit said."I think we need to do mote
with the multi-cultural population, such as
how to train our students how to work with
children whose native language is not English."
Along with the popularity of the center,
Petit also noted the popularity of the Speech
Communication major, with the graduate
population in Speech Communication increasing by over one-third in recent years.
"Traditionally we have a population of
between 19-12(graduate)students each year.
"This year we started with 36," he said
"There are such incredible needs in this
SAIL the beautiful Greek Islands of Sporades, home water of Jason It his
profession. If you want a job for the rest of
search of the Golden Fleece and Achilles, the impenetrable hero of the
your life - this is it," Petit said.
Trojan Wars, yet, enjoy the contemporary glitter of some of these
cosinoixilitan islands as well as their enchanting isolation and bucolic
peace (11 dart)
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New Orono chair hopes to improve UMaine rel4tions

it

The Orono Town Council elected a new
"I see the council as an excellent way to
leader last Monday. M. Terri Hutchinson
be of service to the community," she said.
became the first woman to hold the post of
Hutchinson expressed interest in workmayor in 15 years
ing with the.UniVersity of Maine adminisThe title of mayor goes along with the
tration and students.
responsibilities of chair of the council.
The university is a great asset. RelaThe councilchose Hutchinson in a secret
tions with it are an ongoing concern for the
ballot over former chair Francis Martin,
council," she said.
Hutchinson is the third woman to be
elected chair of the council since the town
changed from a Board of Selectman forth of
government 20 years ago. The other women who have served as chairwoman of the
council are Patricia A. Clark, who served
from 1975-76 and Madeline R Freeman,
who served from 1972-74.
Upon accepting the chair of the council,
Hutchinson praised outgoing chairrnan
Martin.
"I certainly can't think of anyone who
has served more tirelessly than Frank has,"
she said.
The responsibilities of the town council
chair are defined by the town ordinances. In
—M. Terri Hutchinson, general,the chair must preside over and run M.Terri Hutchinson, new Orono Town
Council Chair.(Photo by Tim Boyd.)
the council meetings,as well as act as a town
new Orono Town
delegate.
Council Chair.
Council members receive a small stipend of about $1,000. The council chair
receives an additional $200.
The council is currently facing some
who had served as chair for the past year.
tough issues. The budget is a top priority,as
Hutchinson said she is looking forward are Orono
's recycling program and property
to her tenure.
tax issues.

"The university
is a great asset.
Relations with
it are an
ongoing concern
for the council."

"Not everybody does it,

but everybody should,"

Do you use protection everytime you should? Condoms
arid dental dams work to help prOtect you against STDs.

• VOTE •
Off Campus Board

Family Jive Dog
Saturday, April 1 8th

Elections

9 p.m. -1 2 a.m.
$1 Cover
Beer + Wine Coolers VV/ID

April 10,1991
9 a.m.to 5 p.m.

"Grafitti
Party's
in the Pit

In the
Memorial
Union
Free Soda and Munchies
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Gulf brings back memories for Cyprus natives
By John Dillenbeck
Staff Writer
A small country issuddenly invaded by its
larger neighbor,thousands flee, there are accusations of looting and horrendous atrocities,and the United Nations tells the invaders
to withdraw their troops immediately.
Sound familiar? Many would assume the
previous paragraph portrays the taking of
Kuwait by Saddam Hussein's Iraq. But it
doesn't. It describes the 1974invasion of the
small island of Cyprus by the country of
Turkey.
Themis Violaris is a native ofCyprus and
was there when the Turks invaded.
"I wa; seven, I was young, but I still
remember the bombing,"Violarissaid."When
you see such a thing, you're always going to
remember it."
Violaris's family left their home in Famagusta,a city on the eastern side ofthe island,to
escape the violence. Assuming they would be
able to return,they took only a few clothes and
left. They have never been able to go back.
Also there during the invasion was Emily
Markides,interim director ofPeace Studies at
UMaine, who along with her husband, professor Kyriacos Markides, had been visiting
her family in Famagusta.
They had left the island after the initial
invasion, which at that time had been confined to the northern part of Cyprus.
"As we were boarding the plane from
London to come.to New York, we heard on
the t. v that the Turks were now moving towards
Famagusta," Markides said.
The situation in Cyprus has deep historical roots and it is the story ofan island that has
been occupied by foreign forces since the

time of the Egyptian empires; At the time of
the Turkish invasion,the island wasinhabited
by about 80 percent Greek Cypriots and 18
percent Turkish Cypriots
The coalition government established by
these two ethnic groups was a fragile one at
best. Between caIls by some Greek factions for
ENOSIS (the unification of Cyprus with
Greece)and the dissatisfaction of the Turkish
minority, trouble was brewing on the tiny
island.
"By 1974 the situation had become explosive," Markides said. "You had extremists on
both sides, extreme nationalists"
After Greek nationalists succeeded in
overthrowing the government of Cyprus and
its moderate president, Turkey took the opportunity to invade Cyprus.
Since that time, July 1974, the island has
been divided by the"green liner separating the
Greek section from the Turkish section.
Ironically, the city of Famagusta was not
pan of the territory the Turks planned to take
over. But fearing the advancing army, the
Greeks abandoned the city.
"Until today, this city remains a ghost,"
Markides said. "It is surrounded by wires and
only the U.N. have access to it."
After the invasion, Greek Cypriots were
forced to leave the Turkish sector and Turks
were in turn forced to leave the Greek sector.
For 17 years, neither group has seen much
hope of returning to their homes.
After the US's sudden and decisive action
against Iraq, many are questioning why the
US hasn't tried harder to help some of the
world's long-standing problem areas.
In a recent speech, President Bush made
comments about the Gulf War that left many
people throughout the world wondering what

Claiming Our Voices Lesbian,Gay,Bisexual Awanness Week
April 8-13
Myth:
Fact:

The cause of homosexuality is known.
No, many theories exist: biological, psychoanalytic, and social
training theory.

Myth:
Fact:

Homosexuality is unnatural.
It's found in almost all species; there's almost no culture from
which it is absent.

Myth:
Fact:

Homosexuals are promiscuous.
Just like heterosexuals, some are and some aren't.

Myth:
Fact:

Homosexual teachers arc bad and a harmful influence.
Sexual orientation is determined before a child enters school. Just
as a homosexual student who has all heterosexual teachers still ends
up a homosexual, a heterosexual student's orientation is not
changed by having a teacher who is homosexual. It is estimated
that everyone has had at least one homosexual teacher.

Myth:
Fact:

Lesbians and gays cannot have loving and long-Listing relationships.
Two people can fad mutual love, no matter what their sexual orientation.

Myth:
Fact:

.Civil Rights for homosexuals would give approval of homosexuality.
Civil Rights must be guaranteed to all. This wouldi not encourage
or approve of homosexuality. Everyone should have the right to
equal housing, employment, insurance, etc. Lesbians and gays are
not guaranteed these right now.

Emily Markides,interim director of Peace Studies at UMaine, was in Cyprus when it
was invaded by Turkey in 1974.(Photo by Scott LeClair.)
Americrin foreign policy stood for.
"The acquisition of territory by force is
unacceptable," Bush said. "No one,friend or
foe,should doubt our desire for peace and no
one should underestimate our determination
to confront aggression."
Confused by this statement, many thirdworld countries found themselves asking
where America was when China invaded
Tibet,Syria went into Lebanon,or Israel took
the West Bank.
"The Greeksfelt extremely frustrated when
President Bush came up with this declaration
in reference to the Gulf War," Markides said.
"How is it that you (Bush) are ready to put
American troops in the Middle Fast to fight
one act ofaggression, when you won't do the
same thing for other places?"

Thernis goes even one step further in
questioning American policy. He claims that
before the invasion,America had been asking
for a permanent air-base on the island, which
the government on Cyprus had opposed.
"Our military told IN that the invasion was a
way for the Americans to make a base on the
northern side," Themissaid "And I believe it's
true because I have seen pictureslof this base."
Both Cyprus natives agree the US had an
obvious interest in securing Kuwait because
of its oil supply, but they can't understand
why the US can't see the advantage of establishing peace between two NATO allies,
Greece and Turkey.
No matter what the politics ofthe situation
are,the real losers are the citizens of Cyprus,
both Greek and Turkish.

CUTLER HEALTH CENTER
SERVICES FOR MAY TERM
Cutler Health Center will be open for
services during May Term.
Clinic service hours:

8:30 - 12 noon &
1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Health Feefor May Term: $25(plus outside lab
work if needed)

i

This message brought to you by:
The Committeefor Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Concerns
A.Division ofStudent Affairs
and The Wilde Stein Club
University ofMaine

The pharmacy will be closed duringthe
months of June, July, & August!
Please- plan for your summer needs
accordingly. Because of planned renovations to the pharmacy during May
Term, we would encourage you to obtain summer prescriptions before
spring semester ends!
THANK YOU!
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Circle K sponsoring 'Walk for Children'

The University of Maine Circle K will
organize a Walk for Children on Sat. April
20.
The walk will benefit Project Concern
International, a health organization designed to aid malnourished and diseased
children in the United States and developing
countries.
Circle K, a service organization on the
college level,sponsored by Kiwanis International, will hold the walk (previously
called Walk for Mankind) for the third

time.
Each participant will be asked to raise at
least $25 through individual sponsors or
contributions from orgainzations and individuals.
"We hope'to raise $2,500 and we would
like to have at least one hundred participants,"
said Niki Smith, V.'alk for,Children coordinator.
"It's a big goal but we have a very
enthusiastic club and hopefully we'll 'get a
lot ofsuptikt and be able to make it," Smith

said.
She also said Circle K started planning
the walk last November and began raising
the money before spring break. So far,
approximately $500 has been raised.
Twenty percent ofthe money raised will
be donated to a local charity.
The walk will take place on campus and
cover approximately three miles. Registration will begin the morning of the walk at 11
a in. in the Bangor Lounge,Memorial Union.
The walk starts at noon and will be followed

by a short reception.
Circle K participates in many service
activities,such as Maine Day, which many
organizations are also working on.
"Circle K is in charge of making sure
every other group has its activities planned
and making sure everything is coordinated,"
Smith said.
On Maine Day, Circle K will help to
build a community center, clean up parks,
and help elderly people to do some spring
cleaning around their homes.

Maine students burdened with college de
bt

AUGUSTA (AP) Maine students are
burdened with more college debt than students in other parts of the country, according
to a New England Board of Higher Education
report that showed educational borrowing
declined elsewhere.
Borrowing under the Guaranteed Student
Loan program rose 15 percent in Maine last
year and 18.2 percent for New England.
Meanwhile, borrowing declined 4 percent
across the country, according to the report
released Monday.
The report alsoshowed that loans taken by
Maine parents for their children rose 122

percent between 1988and 1990for a mograni
called Parent Loans to Undergraduate Students. More than $6 million was borrowed
under that program
The report also shows that loans under a
program called Supplemental loans to Stu-.
dents rose by 162 percent in#/o years.,putting
parents another $6 million ai debt.
John Hoy, president of the New England
Board, blamed the heavy borrowing on the
rising costs of college and New England's
recession.
Hoy also warned that college students and
their families may go even deeper in debt as
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state scholarship programs are trimmed and
the economy worsens.
"As casts have risen, higher education is
sadly becoming accessible only to students
affluentenough to pay the bill,or poor enough
to beeligible for state and federal financial aid
programs," he said.
In the 198(ks,higher education tuition rase
at two to three times the inflation rate to make
up for low increases in the 197(1s, Hoy said.
Casts at New England's private colleges,
the most expensive schools in the country,
have leveled in the past few years, he said, but
still reach up to $23,000 a year. And he said
prices will go higher.
"The rises will be fast and hard this fall,"
Hoy said.
While the percentage ofloans hasskyrocketed, tle number of federal Pell grants has
declined in Maine and the restofNew England.
Pell grantsare based on a family's income.
Because New England appears to have the
highot per capita income in the country, the
number of Pell grants has fallen off in the

northeast, but risen elsewhere, Hoy said.
But Hoy said the distribution ofPell grants
"does not acknowledge the numbers of poor
young people in the region."
Per capita income for Maine was listed at
$16,248 in 1989, Hoy said, placing the state
26th in the nation. The national average was
$17,5%, he said.
Pell grants totalling $15 million were
awarded to Maine for 1990, a 12-percent
increase during the past five years. For New
England,the five-year gain in Pell grants was
$140 million, or 11 percent.
Across the United States,$4.8 billion was
spent on Pell grants,an increase of57 percent
in five years, Hoy said.
The bulk of the Pell grants in Maine and
the rest of New England are giVen to students
attending beauty schools, baiber schools,
secretarial schools and other for-profit educational programs,Hoy said.
Student loan officers at Maine banks
Confirmed that more money is living sought
for college.

"Making it to the NCAA HOCKEY FINAL
FOUR not only reflects well on the team,
coach and athletic program but says a lot
about the spirit, pride,alumni support and
overall quality of life at the University of
Maine.
"As a supplier to and graduate of UMO,I
share that pride and wish you many mor
e
successes.
"Congratulations on your outstanding
accomplishment!"
4
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Bob Bennett
President, MicroFridge Inc.
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Former UMaine president concerned about education
By Laurence Veuillet
Staff Writer
Many friends were present at the Maine
Center for the Arts on Friday evening to
welcome back former University of Maine
president Lloyd H. Elliott.
Elliott was on campus to give a lecture on
"Today's Holy Trinity in Education."
Elliott was president of UMaine from
1958 to 1965, when he left to become president of George Washington University in
Washington, D.C.
Since 1988, he has been president of the
National Geographic Society Education
Foundation. Elliott has also been a board
member, president or consultant for various
associations, such as the American Council
for Education and the Association ofHarvard
University.
In his lecture, Elliott praised education
and its necessity.
"Our education is in trouble. To get its
problems under control requires a nationwide
mobi Iintion ofhuman resources,"Elliott said

By using his neighbor's daughter as an
example, Elliott said it is sometimes difficuli
to convince parents their children are capable
of academic success.
"She is capable of becoming a good architect, a very successful engineer, and it's
just that kind of person applied a million more
Our education is in
times across the country that is needed to
trouble. To get its
reinforce education," he said.
problems under control
Elliott also said more American students
to study abroad. He said 56 percent of all
need
requires a nationwide
Ph.D students in mathematics in 1989 were
mobilization of human
foreign students.
resources.
He added that 500,000 foreign students
currently studying in America. These
are
—Lloyd Elliot, iformer
students come from both Third World
UMaine president
countries and from competitor countries.
"Unfortunately, we don't have an equal
"America's leadership in the world will be number of American students speaking forretained,strengthened or lost by our teaching," eign languages and studying in Japan, GerElliott said. "The teaching by the responsible many,Scandinavia or provinces of Britain,"
parents, the teaching by the professionals in he said.
In conclusion,Elliott said to help develop a
theclassroomsand the worlq)lace,the example
education System,we need to helpa child,
better
set by public figures and finally by the support
teacher and help a college or university.
a
help
of the total conununity."

"It isn't an impossible test and personal
interests and dedication are more important
than money," he said.
Elliott particularly insisted on the imporlance ofthe different waysofteaching children.

Former LiMaine president Lloyd Elliott
spoke Friday at the MCA about problems
with our educational systean.

Federal government details Valdez environmental damage
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) — The studies conducted since the tanker ran
federal government said is its first compre- aground March 24, 1989, dumping 10.9
hensive report on the damage from Exxon million gallons of oil into Prince William
Valdez disaster that the crude oil spilled two Sound.
Exxon spent $2.2 billion cleaning up the
years ago continues to harm wildlife.
The report,filed in federal court Monday, spill. Four weeks ago it reached agreement
dropped the secrecy because of lawsuit; on a $I billion settlement with the U S.
against Exxon Corp. and the state by gov- government and the state. The settlement
still needs approval from he Legislature
ernments, fishermen and native Alaskans.
and a federal judge.
of
The 19-page report is a summary
In recent months Exxon has run a nascientific
preliminary findings in dozens of

public judge the proposed settlement.
Exxon officials comment, spokesman
Joe Tucker said.
The report said the spill killed up to half
a million birds — including several hundred
bald eagles,several hundred thousand more
chicks,up to 5,500 sea otter,and 200 harbor
seals. The spill caused no widespread dieoff of fish or shellfish, but it's long-term
impact may still be serious, researchers
found.

tionwide campaign presenting the sound as
largely recovered from the spill
But Monday's report said that crude from
the nation's worst oil spill contaminated
sediment 330feet below the sound'ssurface,
and that containinated clams and ,other invertebrates continue affect marine mammals.
"There are indications that injury in
continuing," said Paul Gertler of the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.
Gertler saidthe information will help the
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Get $500 to use as cash back or a down payment.
Plus pre-approved credit for qualified college graduates.
•

After years of midterms and final exams, your New
Ford even easier, we can show you other special incentives
England•Pord Dealer doesn't think buying a car should
that may apply.
be another difficult test.
So visit rour New England Ford Dealers. Because,
That's why we offer students graduating between
as you travel down the mad to success, there's one thing
October 1, 1989 and December 31, 1991 the Ford College
you should know.
Graduate Purchase Program.
It's easier if you drive.
Four-year college grads,grad school graduates
The Ford College Graduate Purchase Program.
and grad school students are eligible for
For More Information Call:
$500 cash back and pre-approved credit
1-800-321-1536. To qualify you must
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take delivery by December 1991.
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Israel agrees to peace talks with Arabs and Soviets
By Barry Schweid
AP Diplomatic Writer

tam.
Levy underscored that his government holding onto the Wesi Bank
and Gaza,which
"We have had a productive and very would agree to a
regional conference with Lsrael took in 1967.
constructive meeting," Baker said after the Soviet participation only
if it produces direct
"I think we did make some progress,"
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel Tuesday hour-long session with
Levy at the foreign negotiations with the Arab governments. He Baker
said. -There is, of course, some distold the United States it was ready to hold ministry.
made
no
mention
of
the
Palestinian
s,
except
tance
to
go. But I'm hopeful."
peace talks with the Ara under American
Baker then went to see Prime Minister to reaffirm a 1989 Shamir plan
to
hold
elecBaker
came to Jerusalem Monday night
auspices and with
oviet Union partici- Yitzhak Shamir, who set a positive tone for
tionson the West Bank and in Gaza leading to from Turkey, where he inspected
a refugee
pating in a regional conference.
Baker's stop in Israel by announcing some limited self rule.
camp
along
the
Iraqi
border.
Secretary of State James A. Baker III 1,000 Palestinian prisoners
would be released
Under these circumstances, Levy said in
He reported to Bush about the conditions,
responded positively to the initiative present- this weekend.
Hebrew,"Israel would not object to the par- and while no decision was made
on new U.S.
ed to him by Foreign Minister David Levy.
Baker will meet with Egyptian, Saudi, ticipation of the Soviet Union."
aid,the administration is ready to help Turkey
And yet, Baker said he wanted to talk ta-Arab Syrian and Jordanian
officials this week, and
The Shamir government hopesthat tefore cope with a heavy economic burden
of taking
leaders before committing the U.S. goern- Israeli sources said he may
return to Jerusalem such talks could be held Moscow would re- in the Kurds
and others.
ment to the proposition.
before going home to report to President Bush. store full diplomatic relations with Israel
.
that
Baker then came to Israel and found its
If the Arabs agree to the Israeli
Lsrael has objected all along to an interna- were severed in the 1967 Mideast war.
government in a positive mood.
Baker's Mideast diplomacy could be credited tional peace conference
on the grounds the
The Araks, with support from Bush, are
Shamir said he had detected "positive
with a significant breakthrough,even t ough Soviet Union waslikely to side
with the Arabs demanding Israel give up territory in ex- signs by the Arabs"that
could lead to relations
the outcome of negotiations would UriCer- and corner Israel with
unacceptable terms
change for peace.Shamir,however,insists on with Israel.

Soviet withdrawal begins
with quarreling generals
BORNE-SULINOWO,Poland(AP) — a
Polish and Soviet general quarreled on the eve
of the first Soviet troop withdrawal from
Poland,but one thing was certain: after nearly
47 years, the Red Army is going home
At ajoint newsconference in thisformerly
top-secret Soviet military base in northwestern Poland, the Polish general denied his
Soviet colleague's assertion that both sides
had agreed on a withdrawal timetable.
The first 1,200 Soviet troops, however,
were to leave Tuesday.
-The decision is unilateral," Polish Gen.
Zdzislzw Ostrowski said ofthe Soviet army's
program for pulling out. "And we have not
been informed about the details of the withdrawal plan was "developed jointly" by Poland and the Soviet Union.
During months of tense negotiations,Po-

Don't Let
Graduation
Mean the
End To Your
Health
Insurance

land has been demanding that all the approximately 50,000 Soviet troops pull out by the
end ofthis year,as is planned for Hungary and
Czechoslovakia.
The Soviets say they will not vacate Poland before the end of 1993.
Soviet troops have been a continuous
presence in Poland since 1944, when they
pushed back the German army,'then stayed
on to prop up a series of pro-Moscow regimes.
Dubynin said that the final deadline for the
soviet departure would be agreed by the
"political leadership" of their countries.
President Lech Walesa,a key player in the
long struggle to throw off the Soviet yoke and
restore democracy, is expected to travel to
Moscow in May to try to settle the issue in
talks with Mikhail S. Gottrachev.
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You've worked hard for that diploma. So don't let an unnecessary
gap in insurance coverage get in your
way.
Whether you're coming off your
parent's plan,finishing a student plan
or waiting for coverage through a new
employer, a Short Term Medical plan
front Time Insurance is the answer.
Time's easy and affordable coverage
plans were designed with your specific
needs in mind. The benefits are excellent, there's a choice of coverage periwig, and the policy can lw issued onthe-spot. Coverage begins the next
day! Don't take chances with your
future - Call us today.
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Answers to any three clues in this
puzzle are available by touch-tone
phone: 1-900-420-5656(75e each
minute)
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Editorial
Cutler is being
bypassed in Comp
Fee handouts

STANFORD RISEARCH EQUIPMENT
TAX
(03.1MSY OF THE LIS.

PAYER)

T

he word on the street is Cutler Health Center will not
benefit from the increase in the Comprehensive Fee
next
semester.
As members of the University of Maine community,
we
should be very concerned about this.
The immediate question is why Cutler is being excl
uded
from receiving a part ofthe fee increase when it does
,in fact,
receive between $650,000 and $700,000 from the
Comprehensive Fee each year.
There has been no answer,or reason given as to why
this
is so.
Cutler could most definitely use the help and benef
it
from the increase. The importance of a fully staff
ed and
funded health center is obviously great, and much need
ed.
If you have visited Cutler recently, you will be quick
to
notice the already demanding effects budget cuts
have
forced on the center.
As a patient,one ofthe first things you notice is how long
you must wait to see one of the few doctors and nurse
s still
working there.
The strain on the staff and students is visible, and relie
f
from this does not seem to be a possibility any time
soon.
A tentative cease-fire is in efFortunately,one thing that has not changed is the pleas
ant fect, but the Gaff War isn't over
and positive manner in which patients are greeted.
yet. Forward units in Iraq have
That's the one thing that can be counted on through
the slowed or postponed their withrough times, and it is much appreciated.(ECH)
drawal to Saudi Arabia until a

'TEST TUBE
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Report from the gulf

Stop the fee
madness

F

ees at this university are out of control.
A look at your student bill will show you just what
we
mean. You pay a $128 Comprehensive Fee(soon to be
even
higher), $20 Activity Fee, $17.50 Recreation
Fe; $8
Communication Fee, course fees, and, for the first
-time
student, a Matriculation Fee.
Don't pay late,or you'll be forced to cough up a $25
late
Fee.
Why the University of Maine possesses the need
to
charge fees, as opposed to just outright tuition charges,
is
clear. A tuition change must be made at all campuses
and
must be justified to the Legislature. A tuition change is
also
likely to lessen the amount of state funding.
The Legislature never sees a fee,however. A fee is only
applied at one campus so all a president has to do is approve
a fee and have the Board of Trustees rubber-stamp it.
Fees provide an excellent way to subvert the Legislature
and to allow the administration to get away with poor money
management,as well as charge you for services they shou
ld
already be providing.
It's time to stop the fee madness. Students, refuse to
allow further hikes in fees and prevent new fees from being
instituted. Force the administration to manage their motley
effectively.(DHV)

of our soldiers stationed in adDamman watched Patriot missiles
take out Iraqi Scuds overhead. Fatal traffic accidents are an everyday sight pn the infamous "Tapformal truce is signed.
line" highway, which we travel
Coalition negotiations are no
Associate Professor with anxihus regularity.
doubt loathe to treat with Saddam
Now we're becalmed in a vast
Hussein as long as there's the reofJournalism
sea
of duSt and gravel. Warmer
motest chance Iraqi rebels or a
weath
er is revitalizing various
military coup could topple him. If
venom
ous creeping creatures,and
Hussein can retain his generals'
We were near enough the bat- blinding,choki
ng duststomis are a
fealty, however, he'll likely crush tlefront to see and
hear the artillery constant plague.(You can button
the Kurd and Shilte uprisings,even barrage and airstr
ikes, which was up your tent and bake, or leave it
at the risk of further cease-fire vi- plenty close for
comfort.
open and gag.)
plations, e.g., moving tactical airAfter the fighting, we ventured
Orders, we hope, will soon be
craft and attacking his opponents into Kuwait
through the overrated issued for its to clean up,
load up
with napalm and helicopter gun- Saddam Line
and viewed with awe and head for a rendezvous
with a
ships.
the devastation of the routed Iraqi "freedom
bird"
C-5A
.
It's
a
matter
No doubt this phase ofthe crisis forces. In Kuwai
t,at least, we saw neither of days nor month
s, but
will be resolved one way or the fairly little of
what the army brief- somewhere in betwe
en.
other by the time this reaches ers call "colla
teral damage" to ciWe take it one day at a time.
Orono.
vilian areas.
Our men and women from
Not that we've lacked for exBullion Is associate professor
Maine are proud of the missions citement and
risk. We've wit- and chair Of the Depar
tment of
we've acquitted, facilitating fuel nessed a U.S.
F-16 crashing a Journalism currently
on
active
and ammunition resupply to the couple of miles
away and two U.K. duty as headquarters detac
hment
"Big Red One", the historic 1st tanks colliding
and exploding a commander of the Maine
Army
Infantry Division, in .its drive few hundred meter
s away.
Natio
nal
Guard
's
286th
Suppl
y&
through Iraq to Kuwait. We moved
Last month a truck loaded with Service
Baugl
ion,
home
based
in
hindreds of thousands of gallons 180artillery
rounds blew up a half- Gardiner. the 286th
mobiwas
o "motion lotion"for tanks,trucks mile away,
showering us with lized Nov. ITfor duty
in Saudi
and helicopters and countless ar- jagged chunk
s. of shrapnel. Four Arabia, where they
have
been
tillery projectiles. . . until the soldiers in the
battalion were hit, posted sincd Dec. 6.
The
is
unit
Abrams and Bradleys Outran our and two are
still being treated in inured in the north
ern
Saudi
desert
,
convoys
Germany and the States Several about 30
trile . Nouth of Iraq.

Stuart
Bullion

Letters to the editor ofThe Maine C4mp
us
should be no longer than 250 w(;4(ds.
The Campus reserves the right to ei,i
t titll letters
Mr length, taste and libel.
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For 0.C.8. President
and Vice President
Today between 1 OAM
and 5Pm
In the Memorial Unio
n
THE CAMPU
S CRIER
hursclay

7:00 p.m. Peace and
Justice
Film Festival. Silentla
nnen.
Gay and Lesbian El
den and
Framed Youtir,The Re
venge of
the Teenage Pervent
101
Neville Hall. Fire.

7:00 p.m. The Coff
ee
House. Movie and
music.
The Ram's Horn.
7:00 8c 900 p.m. Feat
ure
Film. The Cook, Ihe Th
iefHis
WO,61-ler Low. 13
0 Little
Hall. Free.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. Strarrts on a
Train.
Commuter Lounge, Me
morial
Union. Free.

8:00 p.m. Thursd
ay Night
at the [)en.

700 p.m. No Poparn
Cinema. Moonstruti
.
Commuter Lounge, Me
morial
Union. Free

1Ft

WEEKE

8:00 p.m. Spring
Concert.
Division ofDance
I buck
Auditorium

Saturday
I.00 p.m No Popcon
i
Cinema. Lethal Weap
on.
Sponsored by TUB.
Cottunuter Lounge,
Memorial
Union. Free.
8:00 p.m. Live Fr
om the
Union, les Saturd
ay
Night. All Evenin
g in the
Memorial Union.

NDER

8:00 pan. Spring
Concert.
DivisiOn ofDance.
Hauck
Auditorium

Supdcfr

•
V

3:00 p.m. Concert
with
the Uriiversity Si
ngers,
Oratorio Society,
and
Bangor Symphony
. Maine
Center for the Mt
s.
AdmisSion charge

Wednesday, April 10 to Wednesday, April 17

Wednesday 10
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Lethal
Weapon. Sponsored by TUB.Sutton Lounge.
Free.
7:00 & 900 p.m. Feature Film. The Cook,
The ThiefHis Wifi, 6-Her Lover. Sponsored
by TUB & ROC 130 Little Hall. Free.

Thursday 11
7:00 & 900 p.m. Feature Film. The Cook,
The Thief His Wifi, fHer.
Lover Sponsored
by TUB & ROC 130 Little Hall. Free.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Strangers on
a Twin.Sponsored by TUB.Commuter
Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
7:00 p.m. Peace and Justice Film Festival.
Silent Partnerr Gay and Lesbian Elders and
Framed Youth: The Revenge oft/se Teenage
P(nertc. 101 Neville Hall. Free.

Friday 12
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema Moonstruck.
Sponsored by TUB.Commuter Lounge,
Memorial Union. Free.

Saturday 13
700 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Lethal
Weapon. Sponsored by TUB.Commuter
Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.

Monday 15
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema Laehhauke.
Sponsored by TUB.Sutton Lounge. Free.

Tuesday 16
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Witches of
Easnviek Sponsored by TUB.Sutton Lounge.
Free.

Wednesday 17
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Running
Scared Sponsored by TUB.Sutton Lounge.
Free.
700& 9:00 p.m. Feature Film. TheJungle
Book. Sponsored by TUB & ROC 130 Little
Hall. Fire.
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MAINE DAY

MISC.

Tuesday, April,23

Friday 5

7:00 p.m. Battle of the Bands. Wear your
blue and white. Come prepared with
banners, posters, and flags. Prizes for the
best "Support Maine Day" theme.
Memorial Gym.

Wednesday,AO 24
7:00 a.m. Wake Up Parade. Line up at
6:301a.m. in the MCA parking lot.
7:00 a.m. Maine Day Breakfast. Wells
Commons.
9:00 a.m. On-Campus Service Projects.
The future of Maine l)ay rests with the
service projects! Pitch in and help us
deanin up. patch, repair, and renovate our
campus community. BE SURE TO SIGN
IN AT YOUR PROJECT SITE. Every
name counts! This is where it's at.
9:00 2.111. Off-Campus Service Projects.
to/Old Town Community Service.
0 , Campus/Conunuter students: contact
Circle-K for details (866-2029). Sign-up
sheet in the Student Activities Office.
11:00 a.m. Teddy Bear Competition.
Judging by WLBZ Meteorologist Tom
Szymanski. 11:00-11:45 a.m., registration
of bears and students; 12:00 noon,
judging.

1 1:30 a.m. Barbecue Luncheon. Steam
Plant Parking Lot. Served by faculty and
administrator chefs.
11:30 a.m. Oozeball. Volleyball in the
mud:Celebrity exhibition matches and
tournament competition. Proceeds will
help send 4 year old Jessie Snyder to
Disney World through Operation Liftoffof
Maine. Next to the Steam Plant Parking
Lot.
12:00 p.m. Triathalon Team
Competition. Soccer field to Stillwater
River. Running/ cycling/canoeing.
Contact Tr -Delta Sorority to sign up.
8:00 p.m. Ray Boston Country Club
Party, Miniature Golf,food, music.
Fieldhouse.

Stop by the
Microcomputer
Rescource Center and
check out the new
Macintosh Classic for
just $799!

Ir
.

4:00 p.m. International Coffee Hour.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

Tuesday 9
7:30 a.m. Yoga and Meditation. Wilson
Center,67 College Ave. Call 866-4227 for
more info.

Saturday 13
8:00 p.m. 12th Annual Lawn Mower
Clinic. Sponsored by the ME Agricultural
and Forest Engineering Association.
Includes change ofspark plugs, oil, blade
sharpening, air filter deaning, power wash,
and steam cleaning. Behind the Bio
Resource Engineering Building. Cost: $15.

Monday 15
3:00 p.m. Voluntary Income Tax
Assistance. Memorial Union.
Circle K Presents
UMaine's 3rd Annual

Project Concern International
Walk For Children
Previously called The Walk for Mankind.
Saturday, April 20, 1991.
Registration begins at 11 a.m, in the Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union. The 5K walk will
start at noon. Sponsor sheets are available in
the Student Activities Office, Memorial
Union. Walk for children: It's good for you,
and it's good for children around the world.
Lesbian Bisexual Gay Awareness Week

Claiming Our Voices
April 8-13, 1991
Wednesday,April 10
10:00 am.
New Leaf Bookstore Fair. 1912 Room,
300 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Memorial Union.
Opening the Door to Understanding
and Acceptance. Lawn Rooms, Memorial
Union.
Films- Theme: Lesbian
Voices.
"IfShe Grows tip Gay"
"Damned if You Don't"
140 Linle Hall.

Thursclar,April Ii
8:00 am.
Breakfast Out)Topic Campus
Climate. Univeraty Club, Memorial
1200 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Claiming Our Spiritual Voices(Panel
Discussion).
Peace and Justio Film Series_
Silent Partners"
"Framed Youth"
101 Neville

EndayA/n112
7:00 p.m.

Civil Rights: The 1)evelopment ofa
Family Matters Conunercial (Panel
Discussion). Bangs.% Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Saturday,April 1

Microcomputer Rescource Center 11 Shibles Hall

900 pin.

Saturday Night Dance. DJ John
Ostuni. Pavilion Theater.

The Campus Crier

Wednesday, April 10 to Wednesday, April 17

MEETINGS

vki. SPEAKERS
iiimilmmimmummusidammi

W9dnesday 10
3:00 p.m. Support Group for Parents of
Children with Special Needs. Old Town
Room, Memorial union.
6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association
Meeting. Students helping students, past,
present, and future. Crossland Alumni
Center. 581-ALUM.

Wednesday 10
3:00 p.m. Men Against Rape. Students
trying to reduce incidents of rape on the
UMO campus. Old Town Room,
Memorial Union.

7:00 p.m. Lecture. Building A Peace
System. 101 Neville Hall.
8:00 p.m. Multicultural Women's
Lecture Series. Angela Davis: Scholar,
Lecturer, Writer, and Human Rights
Activist. Memorial Gym. Free.

4:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room, Memorial
Union.

Tuesday 16
6:30 p.m. Circle K Lown Room,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. U.S./Soviet Pairing Program.
Reorganizational meeting. 120 Little Hall.
7:00 p.m. The UMaine Student
Coalition. 110 Little Hall.
7:30 p.m. Maine Outing Club. North
Lown Room, Memorial Union.

Moak 15

12:15 p.m. Women in the Curriculum.
Women in Chemistry. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

12:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room, Memorial
Union.
3:30 p.m. Laved Ones in the Middle East
Support Group. Sponsored by The
Counseling Center. Fernald Hall.
5:00 p.m. Peace Club Meeting. Stockier
Private Dining Room.

Thursday 11
1:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room,Memorial
Union.
3:00 p.m. Women's Center Meeting.
South Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

6:00 p.m. Campus Recycling Initialive.
General Meeting. Ham Room, Memorial
Union.

Soup Kitchen Soup Kitchen
Soup Kitchen

7:00 p.m. Anthropology Club. 1912
Room, Memorial Union.

Wednesday 10•Split Pea Rarebit.
Thursday 11 •Spaghetti with broccoli and
mushroom sauce.
Monday 15 • Curried Tofu and vegetables.
Tuesday 16 • Vegetable Burritos.
Wednesday 10 •Quiche.

Tuesday 16
3:30 p.m. Off-Campus Board Meeting.
OCB Office, Memorial Union.
5:00 p.m. University Democrats Alumni
Room, Memorial Union. New members
welcome.
6:30 p.m. Wilde-Stein Lesbian, Bi-sexual,
Gay Support Group Meeting. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union.
v4'

7:30 p.m. Society for Creative
Anachronism Meeting. Come and:
recreate European History. All are
welcome. Lengyel Gym.

Friday 12
12:00 p.m. Overeaters Anonymous
Meeting. Oki Town Room, Memorial
Union.

3:00 p.m. Support Group for Students
with Learning Disabilities. Old Town
Room, Memorial Union.
4:00 p.m. Maine PeaceAction
Committee.The Virtue Room,The

The Soup Kitchen is located at Fernald Hall snack
bar, and is open from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. The price is $3.95 and includes
tea, juice, yogurt, bread, and fresh fruit.

4:00 p.m. Maine Day Committee. Come
represent your organization. Anyone
welcome. Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.

BOUND
6:00 p.m. Student Government. 100
Neville Hall.
7:00 p.m. Ad-Ventures. Advcnising Club.
In the Reading Room, Lord Hall. All
majors welcome.
7:00 p.m. The Union Board General
Meeting. The Union Board Office, 2N1)
Floor, Memorial Union.

RIDES
Rides Needed:
• Where: Brunswick and back. When: April 13 and 14. Willing to share gas and can
provide overnight lodging. Maureen Perry, 306 Estabrooke. 581-4544.
• Where: Worcester or Boston. When: This Weekend. Willing to share gas and expenses.
14 York Village. 581-4658.

1-:)4111111

•

We are not out here to rough it. We are here to
smooth it. Things are rough enough in town."
-Nessmauk
1

tdoor

yen

APril
12-14: • Women's Rock Climbing,
•Rock Climbing.
13:
•CPR Course.
•CPR Upgrade/Refresher.
14:
•YAP Ropes Course.
18:
19-21: • Beginner Kayaking.
•Women's Caving.
21:
20-21: • Intermediate Rock Climbing.
• W1LDWATER NORTH
22:
Slide Show.

Registration Deadline for most coursts is five
days in advance. Space is occasionally
available after deadlines. For more
information please call 581-1794 or stop by
the Maine Bound office in the Union.

Wednesday, April 10 to Wednesday, April

17

The Campus Crier

ENTERTAINMENT RELIGION
Wednesday 10

Wednesday 10

7:00 p.m. A Gatheri+ ofFriends
with George Shearing, Joe Williams, &
Joe Pass. Maine Cent for the Arts.
7:30 p.m. Poetry andIFiction Reading.
Featuring the talents elf English Dept.
Faculty Members and iStudent Writers.
Cash Bar, free admissiim, free
munchies. The Ram's Horn.
8:00 p.m. OCB Talent Show. To
Enter, just stop by the pCB
Office.Prizes awarded, beer with ID.
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.

Thursday 11
7:00 p.m. The Coffee House. Movie
and music. The Ram's Horn.
8:00 p.m. Thursday Night at the Den.
See ad below.

4:45 p.m. Catholic liturgy. Newman Center.
5:31 p.m. Coffee House. Hot topics, hot
discussions with the staff. Supper served, ix)
charge. The Newman Center.

Thursday 11
12:00 p.m. Ecumenical Bible Study. Stodder
Private Dining Room.
7:30 p.m.The Way Campus Fellowship.
Everyone is welcome to learn and grow with
God. Fellowship, teaching on how to believe
the Bible. Drummond(lupd,Memorial
Union.
7:30 p.m. Cainpus Crusade for Christ.
Program designed 11)1 spiritual growth and
development North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Unkm.

Friday 12
8:00 p.m. Spring Concert. Division o
Dance. Hauck Auditorium.

Saturday 13
8:00 p.m. Live From the Union, It's
Saturday Night. All Evening in tie
Memorial Union.
8:00 p.m. Spring Concert. Division of
Dance. Hauck Auditorium.

Sunday 14
3:00 p.m. Concert with the University
Singers, Oratorio Society, and Bangor
Symphony. Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission charge.

Monday 15
12:,15 p.m. Monday Jazz. Sponsored by
TUB. Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union. Free.

Wednesday 14
8:00 p.m.University Bands. Maine
Center for the Arts.

Residential Life

8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

12:00 p.m. Moslem Prayer. Drummond
(lapel, Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m. InterVarsity Christian Fellowship.
An interdenominational group ofstudents
desiring to listen to the word ofJesus and
wrestle with their implications for our lives.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

Sunday 14
Catholk liturgies. 9:30 a.m.,. 11:30 a.m.,
and 6:15 p.m. Newman Center.
5:00 p.m. Protestant Worship and
Celebration. Followed by a light supper.
Wilson Caner(Fhe A-frame).

Tuesday 16
600 p.m.Student Reflection & Action
Group. The Wilson Center,67 College Ave.
(The A-frame). 866-4227.

Counseling Center Groups

Looking for a
Place to Live Next
Year?

The Counseling Center offers counseling for
General Therapy, Graduate Students and
Returning Adults, Women, Men, Eating
Issues, ACOA/TroUbled Families, Gay/
Lesbian/Bisexual Support Groups, and Ince
st
Survivors Group.

• Space is still available in most
residence halls.

For further information, to register, or
to
schedule a pre-group interview, contact
the
Counseling Center 4t

• Room deposit extensions are
negotiable.
• On-campus residents will enjoy more
flexibility in meal plans as well as new
features in the residence halls next year
including voice mail, video, and local
dial tone service.
• Contact the Office of Residential Life
in Estabrooke Hall for information and
an application (581-4584).
Residential Lift
The I )o.
rtiderlt Affairs

Thursday Night
at the Bear's
Den!

Friday 12

Featuring:
• FREEPizza at 8p.m.
• Free Popcorn
• Gish Bar with LD.
• Open to allages
• No cozier charge
• Cheap prices on your
favorite libations!
Sponsored by Student Government.

Fernald Hall:
Cutler Health Center:

581-1392
581-4020
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Response
0C113 elections held today
To the editor:
The purpose of this letter is to
inform off-campus students of the
Off Campus Board elections for
President and Vice president, which
are being held today, Wednesday,
April 10, in the Union.
It is in your best interest to vote.
Off Campus Board is a board of
student government which represents the needs and concerns of offcampus students by sponsoring activities and acting as an advocacy
group. As the campaign of Jessica
Loos/Abby Alexander, we wish to
inform you of the issues we believe
are important.
The first goal of our candidacy is
to provide consistent, quality entertainment for students.Programming

both on and off campus is infre
quent and repetitive. Student bands,
as well as fresh, outside talent need
to be utilized in more creative ways
The Thursday night Coffee House
also needs to be revitalized.
Off Campus Board also needs to
sponsor concerts again. In the past,
OCB has organized acts of major
standing: Stevie Ray Vaughn,
Michael Hedges, Richie Havens,
Violent Femmes,Doc Watson,Arlo
Guthrie, etc.
As an advocacy group for offcampus students, OCB must be rejuvenated. In the past, OCB has
been representative of students on
issues such as community relations,
university alcohol policies, censorship, fees and tuition. Representatives must be sent to meetings, and

must utilize Whetstone, the OCR
newsletter, to communicate to their
constituents
AS a representative forum,OCR
must network with other student
groups to address the issues of
concern and empower the student
voice as a whole. OCB must reestablish their positive relationship
with WMEB, ASAP, Fraternity
Board, Panhel, etc.
In closing, we would like to state
that our final goal is to structure
OCB as an organization that Gin
function dynamically without rigid
hierarthical structure.. In this way,
()CB can facilitate the needs ofstudents both now and in the future
Jessica Loos
Abby Alexander

OCB should be run like a board
To the editor,

of people with ideas and the desire done a lot, but one thing he did do
to work for the interests of the off was tO reverse the trend towards
There are two tickets running campus population. The leader of the one man show at()CB.
for the leadership of the Off the OCB should not be a person
I'd like to build a mixed board
Campus Board this Wednesday, who tells everyone else what to do, of older and younger strong willed
and I think that one way or the but rather one who works hard to individuals, who can not help but
other the Off Campus Students recruit strong minded people who work in everybody's best interest
will be well represented. In fact, will tell him or her what they want
Opt constitution requires a
I like the people that I'm running to do.
board of 12 to 20 members, which
against, and ultimately consider
The mark of a good leader is is size enough to insure a sort of
their friendship and respect more someone who surrounds them- institutional memory.
important than the offices we are selves with smart folk and works
Mils is what the OCR should be
campaigning for
with them under the motto "many - an firmest to God board of off
The Off-Campus Board heads are better than one." This compels students who want to afshould in my opinion be a group year Devin Anderson may not have fect the university that they study

Editorial Policy
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250
words.
The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit all letters
for length, taste and libel.

This weekend a handful of students worked to repaint a deteriorating university storage shed on
College Ave. Their work was unsolicited and motivated primarily
by two factors: 1) The pressing
need to maintain the University's
physical assets in light ofdecreased
funding; and 2) A belief that students, volunteering .their time to
fix their university, will gain a
greater sense of ownership for it

and will become more involved
and dynamic students.
Penobscot Paint of Bangor donated the paint for this weekend's
project, indicating that different
elements in the community can
come together to get things done
even when times are tight. Last
weekend these same students
scrubbed scuff marks off the walls
in the Athletics building. On
Wednesday night another group,
the Student Alumni Association,
lent a hand scrubbing walls.

To the editor,

This letter is a response to an
erroneous quote by your staff
writer Julie Campagna concerning
the article titled"The World Game
comes to the Pit". She misquoted
my sentiments regarding the releKurt Anderson
vance of the World Game to that
of the game Twister.The misquote
portends that the World Game will
contort the mind as Twister contorts the body. The actual statement should have read "The participants won't be contorting their
beach or the ocean, but "Maine bodies,butthey will be contorting
Day" isn't a vacation day, it's a their 'mindsets'". The difference
day we are to unify as a campus being that a contorted mind may
and let people know that UMaine lead a person to the "round house"
matters! Our campus is without a (if they're lucky enough to have
doubt one of the nicest in the state, access to such a service), while a
and we all have a stake in keeping contorted "mindset" in a dialectiit that way. While it may not be our cal sense may lead a person to
job or responsibility,"Maine Day become masters of personal har91" is much more than that. The mony and free will so long as they
clean-up projects scheduled for do not grossly transgress the val"Maine Day 91" and its activities ues, attitudeS, and beliefs of sois in the type of spirit that makes ciety in general.
UMaine unique from all other
This is theobject the Bucion inuniversities. "Maine Day 91" is ister Fuller strived,to achieve in
about pride,school spirit and most his structurapx non-violent geoof all, it's about UMaine and its desic worldVie1
/
4v.
students. Whether you live onAt this tiime I would like to
campus or off, we need everyone announce that the World Game
to participate to make "Maine Day has been relocated to the All Pur91"the success it needs to be. With pose room, as the "Pit" will be
activities ranging form "Oozeball" occupied by the Greek Blood
in the mud to a team Triathalon, Drive. Give blood, but you may
there's plenty to do on campus for find that blood is npt enough - so
everybody. Students and faculty play the World Game! I am sure
muu both actively participate for that Ms. Cainpagna's error was
"Maine Day 91" to be a success not intentio0.1, and I wish her
Find out about 'Maine Day 91" well in future journalistic en
and get involved!
dermas.

Participation needed
to keep Maine Day
To the editor,
"Maine Day" is in jeopardy.
Now in its last year of probation,
its future lies in the participation of
the UMaine students. As a member
of the Maine Day Committee and
UMaine Circle K, I urge us as a
student body to raIly behind"Maine
Day 91" and let people know that
we care about our campus and are
proud of it. With "Spring Fever"
all around us we all can identify
v.ith a need to get away to the

Students working for community
To the editor,

at. Beware of any one person
who says that they know what is
best for you. That's your decision to make.
You have to trust the people
you elect, but it doesn't stop
there. So whoever wins, if you
voted you should think hard
about being on the Off Campus
Board. Of course all of the off
campus students can't directly
make every decision. The more
people involved the better.

World
Games
story had
misquote

I ail) very proud of these efforts
despite the fact that they are not
widely known even on the'Orono
cainpuS. I feel it important to thank
Penobscot Paint, the Student
Alumni Association and the members ot4the fledgling UMaine Student COalition (of which I am the
president).
Every little hit counts Thank
you.
Don Canning
Orono

Jeff Lac,asse

a Thomas Beaulieu
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Reagan: Nancy book filled
with 'flagrant falsehoods' Naval ROTC members

receive awards at MMA

By John Horn
Assoc iated Press Writer •

queline On.assis,said in an interview,"It's a
shocking book because people are so surCASTINE — On Wednesday, April 3 Outstanding Achievement;
prised to see the Reagans aren't their 8-by,
LOS ANGF1 RS(AP).-1.- Ronald Reagan 10 glossi
Univer
sity of Maine Navy ROTC members
es."
1/c — John Theriault — Southern
says a new biography of his wife, Nancy,is
attend
ed
an awards night at Maine Mari- Maine Chapter of Retired Officers Associ
Kelley greeted fans and signed books at
filled with lies that"clearly exceed the bounds a packe
time Academy. The following UMaine ation;
d publication party Monday night in
ofdecency,"and he's sure the buying public Washi
midshipmen received awards.
ngton.
2/c — Brinfioutot — Amaed Forces Comwill judge the book harshly.
1/c — Jeff Mason — General Douglas munications and Electronics
"Everything is documented and it's all
Honor Award
Harshly or not, readers in huge numbers there
MacArthur Award;
in the back of the book," she said "I
The following received Reserve Officarejudging for themselves.!By the end ofthe spent
1/c — Stacey Murch — U.S. Naval ers Association Award
four years doing this book and !talked
s:
day Monday, 150,000 newicopie.s were or- with
Institu
te Award;
1,000 people to write it"
2/c — Brian Link — gold;
dered. That's in addition
1/c — Dave Sicvernatl — VFW post
the 600,000
At a bookstore in a mall Aire Reagan
3/c — Steve Nelson — silver;
already in or en route to
3381 Award of Merit of Performance and
kstores around shops for Christmas, an einp'
4/c — Adam Landry — bronze.
Wee
who
dethe country.
clined to give his name said the biography's
.
Kitty Kelley's "Nancy eagan. the Un- first
shipment was selling out Monday. By
authorized Biography" portrays the former lunch
time, more than half the shipment of
first lady as an abusive skin lint who ran the 50
books had been sold.
White House and carried o an affair with
The Century City Mall is within walking
Frank Sinatra.
distance of Nancy and Ronald Reagan's
Kelley claims Reagan himself was with offices.
another woman on the day his daughter was
In Palm Desert, the resort city where
born, that he and Nancy tried pot when he Sinatr
a lives, bookstores awaited •copies.
was governor and that he had a one-night "We'v
e had lots of phone calls asking about
stand with an 18-year-old when he was 50. the
book," said Larry Todd, owner of the
"The flagrant and absurd falsehoods cited Bookstore
ofPalm Desert."HI had them I'd
in a recently published book clearly exceed be
sold out."
the boundsofdecency,"the former president
Susan Reynolds, a spokeswoman for
said in a statement Monday. "They are pa- Sinatr
a said,"We are not going to dignify
tently untrue."
this type of writing with a formal response "I have an abiding faith that the AmeriBesides the purported affair with Sinatra,
can people will judge this book for what it among
the tidbits tantalizing buyers were
really is:sensationalism whose sole purpose the
former first lady's penchant for recycling
is enriching its author and publisher,' he gifts,the
harsh discipline of her children and
said."Neither I, nor my wife,Nancy,intend her
virtual control over the White House.
John Theriault of Naval ROTC relinquishes
to have an further comment on this matter."
his battalion command to Brian
The book sold well everywhere it was
Boutot (right) Monday at their Change of Comm
Kelley, who was also bitterly attacked available,
and Ceremony.(Photo by
with one New York store reportScott LeClair.)
over earlier biographies of Sinatra and Jac- ing
50 sales in 30 minutes.

Final Nominees for
Greek God and Goddess
GREEK GODDESS
Lori Martin
Karen Gilbert
Kim White

Delta Zeta
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Phi

GREEK GOD
Todd Crandall
Mike Worts
(Vip rgil Gray
iick Rioux

Sig Ep
Lamda Chi
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Tau Omega

It

Voting takes place
Thursday night at the Gong Show
ithe Pit!
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Coming to Orono
on Their New Album
Release Tour

.40•4:;;.-

Wednesday, May 1, 1991
8:00 p.m. at the Memorial Gym
• tudent tickets available at the information booth Memorial Union
$12 with UMaine Stwilent ID
$16 General Public

General public tickets on sale at:
Dr Records
Sound Source
Mainly Video
Grasshopper shops
Ticketron outlets

Presented by:

Cu OmNA C IENRET
COlairrlittee
in association With the Comprehensive Fee Fund
committ4 and Student Government
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New towing policy causing problems
from page 1
space she parked in that night was a fire lane,
Later,Thibodea usaid she made a series of Safet
y Director Alan Reynolds.
she still did not expect the car to be towed.
phone calLs and visits to Public Safety,and no
Thibodeau said she is not sure what action
Although Chandler refused to comment one
responded.
Reynolds tciok to deal with the situation, but
on whether the amount of illegal parking has
At one point, Thibodeau was told by a since
then, the parking situation at 'North
changed since the towing ban,he said with the
sergeant "there was nothing they could do
Steve
ns
has been resolved, but after a month
old towing practice students knew they had
about it "
of
"need
less
trouble."
"one enforcement action to deal with"—
At another point, she said a Public Safety
Chand
ler
said he has heard a "great deal of
getting towed. Now, he said people aren't
dispatcher told her the cars parked illegally in
complaints" about the handicapped parking
sure whatrisks they're taking,sothey'Ilchance
North Stevens would be ticketed Already late
situation, but because Public Safety is underparking illegally.
for class,Thibodeau sat in her car,waiting to see
staffed, his officers "don't get around to it as
Unfortunately, it is these misunderstand- if
Public Safety would really send an officer.
often as they should."
ings that hurt students like Claire Thibodeau.
While noonefrom PublicSafetyevershowed
According to Chandler, on good days,
Thitiodeau, a disabled graduate student in
up, Thibodeau said another eat parked in the
Public Safety has only two security guards,
Speech Language and Pathology,said a week
middle of the lot and a young man on crutches
one of whom takes on the duties of a motorist
after the towing ban was announced, handiemerged and dragged himself off to class
assistant.
cap spaces in the North Stevens parking lot
"It was then that I realized I was not alone
Chandler said Public Safety also has stuwere constantly filled by faculty members,
in this, and that something had to be done,
" dent ticketers, who are scheduled "on a
illegally parked.
coshe said.
operative basis"
Because of that,Thibodeau,who relies on
Enraged, Thibodeau and her husband
Illegal parkin4 in fire lanes is also a big
crutches to move around, said she often had
called Vice President Thomas Aceto and the
probl
em,accordin to a student ticketer, who
no place to park and ended up either missing
Equal Opportunity Office on campus. Shortsaid
the
parking si tion since the new policy
classes or being very late to them.
ly after, Thibodeau said she called Public
"is a total and co plete mayhem' In almost

every faculty and staff lot there's at least one
student parked illegally."
The student ticketer said the old policy
was more effective in "keeping things under
control."
Chandler said the new policy is still on a
trial basis, but "there is no indication that it
will change this year."
"I don't know if the towing policy will
change next year,unless we hear an incentive
for change by those most adversely affected
by this If we don't hear this, then the policy
probably won't change."
Thibodeau said life before the new towing
policy "was much miff, because people
didn't want to pay the towing charge."
Partridge said she hasn't seen much of a
change in the parking situation with either of
the policies
"UMaine doesn't have enough parking
spaces for residents. It's terrible to have a car
and be afraid to use it," she said.

Four safe after their light plane crashes

CARRABASSETT VALLEY (AP) —
A Navy helicopter used a winch Monday
went down about4p.m.Sunday after taking off
The pilot of a plane that crashed in western
to lift the four to safety from the crash near
from the Carraba.ssilt Valley airport.
Maine said Tuesday that he and his three
Poplar Mountain, east of the Carrabassen
Both wings broke off when the plane went
passengers huddled together to keep from
Valley airport They had little more than a
down around 430<p.m. Sunday as the four
freezing overnight while awaiting rescue.
scratch to show for their ordeal.
were departing for Littlebrook Airport in EliWilliam McKenney,62,of Eliot,said he,
"It was a happy ending," McKenney said
ot after skiing at Sugarloaf USA.
a companion and two of his sons tried to walk
Tuesday morning.
McKenney said hecrash-landed the Cessna
away from the crash Sunday afternoon, but
The plane carrying McKenney, two sons, 182
into trees whet the carburetor iced up,
waist-deep snow kept them from making it to
Matthew,25,ofNashua,N H.,and Donald,35,
causing the engine to stall. He said he forced
safety, he said.
of Dover, N.H.; and Jan Hardy, 31, of Eliot,
the wings into a stall by pulling back on the

The Maine Event
itia "Power Sound II"
Video Dance Party

I

in woods

stick, allowing the plane to slow to 45 mph
before crashing into the trees.
"It could have been Worse," he said.
Game wardensand membersofthe Maine
Civil Air Patrol searched for the plane Sunday
night after it was reported overdue in Eliot.
Meanwhile, McKenney said he and the
other three began the one-mile walk to safety,
but the snow hindered their progress and they
stopped for the night.
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Where

7 p.in. to Midnight
Sat, April 20th, 1991
Mac: Welk Commons

Catered Dinner seating starting a 6:00 p.m.
(seating is limited)
UM DANCE COMPANY
1991 SPRING CONCERT

Tickets will be sold April 8th through 12th and
April 15th
in Wells Commons 1lam-lpm • $5.00 per
person
Sponsored by Wt Campus Area Board

Fri. Sat. April 12, 13 Hauck Auditorium 8 p.m.
Faculty, Students and Guest Arent
General Admission $6.04 Students Free with
Ur
For information call Box Office 581-1755

Cash Bar with LI).
ern illiajwir xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE/
DANCE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

ROSE
BIKE

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Introducing: our newest
mountain bike line
Come test ride a :s.mAz
Hours:
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Kurds claim Iraqis massacre villagers, fire at refugees

By Alex Efty
Associated Press Writer

IN NORTHERN IRAQ(AP) — Rebels
say Saddam Hussein's forces have massacred an entire village and are strafing refugees from helicopter gunships in a terror
campaign aimed at driving Iraq's rebellious
Kurds from the country.
Hundreds of thousands of Kurds fleeing
the advance of Iraqi troops have clogged
mountain passes leading to the Turkish and
Iranian borders
Kurdish rebel leader Masoud Barzani
charged Monday that Iraqi troops murdered
all of the 2,000 to 3,000 people who had
populated Kara Henjir, a village near the
key northern oil center city of Kirkuk.
"We still don't know the exact number,"
said Barzani, leader of the Kurdistan Democratic Party. "This was a deliberate move
to terrorize the rest of the people into fleeing
the country."
Hesaid there were reports ofother,similar

atrocities by Iraqi troops but that rebel leaders could not confirm them.
Tehran radio quoted an Iraqi refugee as
saying in one case Iraqi helicopters fired at
refugees along Iran's border as an American
aircraft flew nearby.
"They (the U.S. crew)showed no reaction whatsoever," Mohammed Saleh Marouf, an engineer from Erbil, was quoted as
saying:
The Kurdistan Democratic Party, in a
communique from London,said Iraqi troops
were constantly firing on fleeing Kurds. It
said dozens had been killed on the road into
Iran, just east of Rawandiz, Iraq.
None of the rebel claims could be independently verified by foreign reporters in
northern Iraq.
As Barzsani spoke to reporters in the
mountains 30 miles northeast of Erbil,
thousands in the region were abandoning
their homes to trek toward Iran.
Hundredsofthousands already have fled
into Turkey and Iran and hundreds of thou-

Course
registration
begins next
week.
SUMMER JOBS TO
SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT
EARN $250043500.
National campaign positions to stop
toxic pollution, promote comprehensive
recycling and sue the nation's worst
polluters.
Available in 26 states and D C
Campus interviews 4/9, 4/10

sands more are still winding their way through
the frigid mountains in hope offinding safety
across the border.
Foreign governments anti aid groups are
running a huge relief operation so save the
refugees, many of whom erre sick, hungry
and cold.
French and British planes joined U.S.
aircraft Monday in dropping,supplies along
the borders, and Iraq protested the violation
of its territorial sovereignty.
The official Iraqi News Agency said the
governmentsent a letter to the United Nations
that said the aid could have been distributed
' through Iraqi channels.
It quoted the letter as saying that after
destroying Iraq's infrastructirre with bombs
in the Persian Gulf War,U.S led forces were
now "dropping crumbs of fond and blankets
in a pretentious operation that has no humanitarian aspects whatsoever."
Sami Abdul Rachman, eader of the
Popular Democratic Front, one of the other
main guerrilla groups, blanied the United

States for failing to stop Iraqi attacks on the
Kurds.
"After the people responded to the call
by President Bush to rise and overthrow
Saddam, the United States has an implicit
responsibility for what is happearng now.
But unfortunately, they are not doing anything to help us in a solution or to stop the
oppression of the people," he said.
Secretary of State James A.Baker III on
Monday visited Kurdish refugees camped
at the Turkish border near Cukurca He said
he came to witness "cruelty and human
anguish that defy description."
Many of the Kurds who spoke with
reporters in Cukurca asked why Bush had
ended the war before Saddam was finished
and why the American leader had not helped
the Kurds destroy the Iraqi dictator.
Barzani said Kurdish rebels were now
concerned about getting their familiessafely
to Turkey or Iran. But he said the guerrillas,
known as the Pest Merga, will return to
battle Saddam
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University of Maine at Orono Orono, Maine 04473

The following men have been ch?sen to become the
1991-'92 Sophomore Owls. This election is the highest
non-academic honor a sophomote male can receive as
represents campus leadership, citizenship, and the

Call Jamie toll free: 1-800-75-EARTH

embodiment of the traditional spirit of the University, ofi
Fall91-Program Director
and Personnel Manager
Positions Available at
Hilltop Health Club Oxford Hall. Pick up an
application at Oxford.

left to do your taxes.

Give us a call.
PROTAX TAX SERVICE
"Professional tax preparation with
students'special needs in mind'
o()\-( Ak11)
(..S SIR\ ICE
( I.N1 S11.1)1 \I RAILS
•I •\S1, NrcI DAN 1.141(
for a free estimate or to nuke an awl.cal

947-6886

New Boort 7a.m.-Midnite, 7 Days a wedd)
PROTAX/GESTALT,61 Main Uwe.Bangor

Maine.

CONGRATULATIONS
"FLEDGLINGS"
Kenneth Harris
, Duncan Lovejoy
Jeffrey Greene
Tim Rowe
Travis Lazarczyk
Peter Rivard

Herrick Haenish
Gregory Jordon
Matthew Begin
Christopher Madden
James Mahoney
Michael Tayloir

The 140-'91 Sophomore Owls Society
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Small oil spill in
Portland Harbor

by Stephen Kurth
WM pas5e
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by Mike Peters

PORTLAND(AP) — The Coast Guard
were investigating whether a Maltese
freighter ship leaked some 500 gallons of
heavy oil into the Portland Harbor,officials
said Tuesday.
The spill on Monday caused an oily
sheen that extended from the Fore River
southward past the so-called Million Dollar
Bridge that connects Portland and South
Portland, said Coast Guard Lt. Richard
Sanders,
Coast Guard officials classified the spill
as minor,and Sanders said the cleanup was
expected to be complete Tuesday.
Sanders said no one claimed resizonsibility for the spill,but officials were checking
whether the oil originated from the 23-yearold freighter Milta. The Milta was surrounded by a protective oil boom Tuesday
morning at its berth at Merrill's Terminal.
A coastal vessel, the John J. Tabeling,
was en route to dispose of an additional
1,000 tons of oily water kept in the Milta's
ballast tank.
As part of the investigation, the Coast
Guard was sending water samples from the
harbor to a laboratory on Groton, Conn.,
where'it will by analyzed, Sanders said.
Sanders said the problem apparently was
caused by a leaky valve in the ship's engine
room. He said the ship won't be allowed to
leave the harbor until repairs are made.

riake your heart
to court.
•
Sr on a bike ride
Or Out 'Or a jog
Wh ilever your sport, vigorous
exercise can help kr,r c. your
heart healthy
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Corrections
To bring a correction to
our attention, contact the
Editor at 581-1271 between
the hours of 1 p.m. and 4
p.m.., or stop by the office
ih the basement of Lord
Hall.
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Sports
Coverage of
women's sports
is appalling
By Shelley Dail/milt

Baseball team faces
BC on Wednesday
By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer
Sporting a five-game winning
streak, the University of Maine
baseball team journeys to Boston
to face the Boston College Eagles
Wednesday.
The Eagles, a big-time hockey
foe of UMaine, enter the game
with a 13-7 overall record as of
Sunday and are"a very good team,"
according to Black Bear head coach
John Winkin.
BC is led by Big East pitcher of
the week Brian Looney, and currently stand third in the Big East at
6-3 in the conference.
UMaine is in first place in the
North Atlantic Conference, tied
with the University of Vermont at
3-0.
Things are starting to return to
normal for the Black Bears, with
the veteran pitching taking control,
while the "bash boys" - Gary Taylor (.263-9 HR-29 RBI), Mark
Sweeney (.374-9-32) and Shawn
Tobin (.313-2-18) have been hitting the heck out of the ball.
The team batting average has
risen from .274 on April 1st to
290,and the starting pitchers have
thrown 21 consecutive scorelms
innings,something Winkin sees as

the cure of all cum.
"We were down a little bit, but
it was nothing good pitching
wouldn't cure," Winkin said.
"We're playing better now. I'd
rather be here (18-13) than below
.500...the key is how we do in our
conference,it's very important we
win the conference and that's our
ultimate goal. We have to get our
pitchers ready for what lies ahead
Injuries have struck the Black
Bears though, namely Shanan
Knox (.347-5-16) and Taylor.
Knox injured himself sliding into
third base against Boston University and may not play Wednesday
at B.C.
Taylor banged up his shoulder
diving for a ball versus Providence
and hasn't been playing the field.
However he has seen action as the
designated hitter.
Replacing Taylor in the field
has been first-year outfielder Glen
Stupienski(.353-0-7), who went 4
for 6 in Sunday's BU game.
"Glen was a bright light I would
have to say on the weekend,he got
a chance and capitalized on it,"
Winkin said.
On a personal note Winkin's
next victory will be his 500th at
UMaine.
Winkin however, puts this

Memphis State offers
job to Coach Roberts
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
According to the University
of Maine sports information department, women's head basketball coach Trish Roberts has
been offered the same position at
Memphis State University.
Memphis State is notscheduled
to name its new coach until
Wednesday. Roberts did not return
a (.211 from the Maine Campus.
"Memphis State told us that
they had offered the job to Roberts,and we expect them to name
the coach tomorrow," said
UMaine SID Matt Bourque.
Memphis State, which has
been a member .of the Metro
Conference for the last 16 yeate,
is going to change to the Great
Midwest Conference beginning
next season, according to Tiger
SID Bob Winn.
Other big name teams in the
new conference include DePaul,

In,this, the tenth anniversary of
NCAA women's athletics, and in
the spirit of competition, I like to
issue a challenge to all sports fans,
participants and media consumers
in general.
My challenge is this: try to read
more, watch more and be aware
moreofwomen'sathletics.It's going
to be a challenge because most
women's sports aren't in the newspapers or on the tube.
I know,I know most of you are
going to say "it's that fetnint chick
spewing on abouthow women aren't
treated fairly." Well, you're only
partially right.
While doing research fora paper
(contrary to popular dishehef, we
arestudentsfirst)I'vestumbled upon
some facts and statistics that amaze
and shock even me.
Surveys and research done by
milestone in perspective
The Amateur Athletic Foundation
When you coach this long, you
of Los Angeles have substantiated
kind of go from one milestone to
what many people already knew
the next. It will be nice though."
but just brushed aside. Gender
Winkin is in his 17th year at the
Stereotyping in Televised Sports is
helm of the Black Bears, while his
the product of a six week study of
career record stands at 793-508local sports coverage on a Los
10
Angeles television station during
the summer of 1989. Events covered during that time included the
men's and women's basketball
Final Fur, and the three championships of the US Open tennis
tournament.
In a summary of its findings the
AAFLA made several points. In
televised sports news: women are
humorous sex objects in the
stands, but missing as athletes.
Men's sports received 92 percent
ofthe air time,women'ssports five.
percent, and gender neutral topics
three percent. Television sports
newsdid focus regularly on women,
but rarely on women athletes. More
common were portrayals of women as comical targets of the newscasters' jokes and/or as sexual objects (e.g., women spectators in
bikinis).
Women's and men's basketball: significant differences In the
quality of technical production
tend to trivialize the women's
games. while framing men's
games as dramatic spectacles of
historic significance. Slow-motion instant replays were utilized
more often in men's games(18 per
game) than in women's games
(12.7). Viewers of men's games
were more often informed of relevant statistics and in men's gamiN
there were a total of 57.6 statistics,
both verbal and graphic, compared
Cross country and track runner Jeff Young stretches out in the Field House before starting his daily
to 38.3 in women's games.
running routine. Young is getting hack into action after recovering from a stress fracture.(Photo by
See INEQUALITY on page 19 Scott LeClair.)

Marquette and the University of
Cincinnati.
The Tigers currently play in
the 3,800 seat field house on
campus,but the city of Memphis
is building a new stadium in
which the team could play.
The new stadium, called the
Great American Pyramid, will
be available for the women'steam
to use on open dates.
In her three seasons at
UMaine, Roberts has led the
Black Bears to a 62-23 record,
and has made an appearance in
the National Invitational Tournament in the 1989-90 season.
A move to Memphis State
would bring Roberts back to the
state of Tennessee, where she
played her college basketball and
gained national recognition as an
All-American. She also played
for the 1976Olympic team which
gained a silver medal, and was
captain ofthe 1978 U.S. National
team.
Hardball hot-notes:
• Ben Burlingame was named
NAC pitcher ofthe week last week
for his.shutout versus BU.
- A little past the halfway point
in the sea.son,the 1991 Black Bears
are one game behind last year's
mark of 19-12.

Jeff Young bouncing back from injuries
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By Chris Jordan
For the Campus
If hockey captain Scott Pellerin,
basketball swingman Derrick
Hodge,or football star Claude Pettaway get injured, people at the
University of Maine will hear about
It.
Cross country and track runner
Jeff Young has been injured since
July,but hardly anyone has heard of
him.
Readers know about the first
three student-athletes mentioned
because they are stars within their
respective sports.
Young is also a star, but cross
country and track, unlike hockey,
baskratall and football, are lowprofile sports on the UMaine campus and do not receive the attention
as dime others.
As a sophomore at UMaine,
Young had the fastest times in the
state of Maine for cross country,the
mile, and the 1,(I0() meter race.
As a cross-country runner, he
placed fourth in the Eastern Conference Meet, and came away with a
17th place out of 2(X)runners at the
New England Championships.
TheSe finishes earned him AllNorth Atlantic Conference and AllEastern Conference honors. Young
See YOUNC on page 19
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Opening day features one-hitter by Martinez
By Alan Robinson
AP Sports Writer

••

Dennis Martinez found himself thinking
no-hitter after five innings. He should have
known he'd finish with a one-hitter.
The Pittsburgh Pirates wouldn't mind a
replay of 1990, but certainly not this way.
They're still losing to Montreal,still losing
to Martinez and they'Fi still losing one
hitters.
Martinez, who dominates the Pirates
more than any National League pitcher with the possible exception of the Dodgers'
Tim Belcher - quieted the largest baseball
crowd in Pittsburgh history by pitching six
no-hit innings in the Expos' 7-0 victory
Monday night.
The Pirates' lone hit on the night they
raised their 1990 141. East championship
banner was Barry Bonds' leadoff single in
the seventh. Former Pirates Barry Jones and
Scott Ruskin finished off the one-hitter with
a hitless inning apiece.
hi other openers Monday, it was Cincinnati 6, Houston 2, New York 2, Philadelphia 1
Martinez(1-0)improved to 8-2 lifetime
against the Pirates, who were 5-13 against
the Expos in 1990.
"He never gives in against you," said
Bobby Bonilla, who was 0-for-3. "He's
nasty. He hits his spots well, doesn't let up
and has good stuff."
Expos' pitchers have thrown one-hitters
in three of their last 18 games, including
Chris Nabholz's 2-0 win over the Mets last
Sept 20.
But one-hitters are a rarity on opening
day. According to Expos publicist Richard

Griffin, there hadn't been one in the majors and Walker doubled ahead of Hassey'S RBI
since Ken McBride and Julio Navarro of the single in the second.
LosAngeles Angels against the Washington
Reds 6, Astros 2
Senators on April 12, 1964
In the traditional NLopener at Cincinnati,
The Angels' catcher then? None other the World Series champions got their rings,
than Expos manager Buck Rodgers.
then started to work on another title
Playing for the first time in a week after
Tom Browning pitched a five-hitter bebeing rained out in their last four exhibition fore needing relief in the ninth and doubled
games,the Expos worked over 1990 NL Cy home three runs.
Young Award winner Doug Drabek (0-1)
Browning, 15-9 in 1990,gave up a solo
and three relievers for 15 hits.
homer in the fourth to Craig Biggio and
Ivan Calderon, the Expos' key off-sea- another run in the ninth on Eric Yelding's
son acquisition, was 3-for-5 with a two-run triple and Steve Finley's sacrifice fly. The
homer in his NL debut and Dave Martinez Astros loaded the bases against Randy Myand Larry Walker had three hits apiece. ers before Rob Dibble got Jeff Bagwell to
Catcher Ron Hassey, a non-roster invitee line to shortstop Barry Larkin for a double
to spring training, had two hits and two play.
RBI.
Browning also doubled with the bases
Calderon, acquired with Jones from the
Chicago White Sox for Tim Raines,followed
Dave Martinez'ssingle with a two-run homer
in the fifth for a 4-0 lead
Dennis Martinez wondered if he might
be looking at the first no-hitter of his 15-ye<ir
career.
Martinez, who pitched in the 1979 World
April 10th - at Boston College
Series for Baltimore against the Pirates,said
12th - at Dartmouth
he hung a pair of pitches Gary Reclus in his
first two times at bat, but his outfielders ran
13th - at Vermont(2)
14th - at Vermont
down both of his mistakes.
"I said to myself that sometimes that's
18th - at Rhode Island (2)
how you get no-hitters; They hit it hard but
20th - Hartford (2) - 12:00 pm
21st - Hartford- 1:00 pm
somebody catches it," Martinez said. "I
thought maybe this will be my night. I was
24th - Hu.sson College - 1:00 pm
27th - at New Hampshire(2)
hitting my spots and was getting the ball to
sink."
28th - at New Hampshire
Dtabek got that sinking feeling in the
30th - at Colby College
first inning when he realized he wasn't
getting his breaking ball over for strikes
Tim Wallach had an RBI single in the firs

loaded to highlight a five-run fourth inning
off Mike Scott.
Mets 2, Phillies 1
At New York, Dwight Gooden led New
York's 19th victory in 22 season openers.
Making his sixth opening-day start for the
Mets, Gooden fanned three of the first batters. In eight innings, he gave up one run,six
hits, struck out seven and walked one. The
only run he yielded was John Kruk's homer.
John Franco got the last three outs for the

save
Holm Brooks,making his Shea Stadium
return,doubled leading off the fourth inning
and moved to third on Kevin McReynolds'
fly ball. One out later,Toni Herr walked and
the runners executed a double steal for the
winning run.

1991 Black Bear baseball
remaining schedule
May 1st 2nd 4th 5th -

St. Joseph's College - 6:00
Pm
Southern Maine(2)- 5:00
pm
Northeastern (2) - 12:00
Pm
Northeastern - 1:00 pm

FLEET BANK CLASSIC
10th-13th Western Carolina

.Your Choice.

••••

38.73*
IBM P5/2 30-286
80286 processor
IBM Memory
30MB fixed disk drive
3.5 inch diskette drive
-(1.44mg)
IBM mouse
8512 VGA Color Display
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0

List Price
$3,382
U.Maine Price$1,699

9 24*

55.16*

IBM PS/2 30-286
80286 processor
I MB memory
30 MB fixed disk drive
3.5 inch diskette drive
-(1.44ing)
IBM mouse
8513 VGA Color
- display(tilt/swivel)
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windows

IBM P5/2 55SX
80386sx processor
2 MB memory
30 MB fixed disk drive
3.5 inch diskette drive
-(1.44ing)
IBM mouse
8513 VGA Color
- display(tilt/swivel)
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windows

List Price
$4,001
U.Maine Price$1,853

List Price
$4,701
U.Maine Price $2,420

All software is preloaded on your computer. Simply turn your computer on and you are ready to go. (Nothing is easier!)
*Per month for 60 months,includes all applicable charges and sales tax. The IBM PS/2 Loan for Learning program has
an 10.5%
interest rate. No money down. No prepayment penalties. For more information or to place an order, please contact:
*MEM
S

ammo. mals,
1111110
•
OEMlb MEM
am.NOM

mot
MID OM IM
On
MOWN
al.
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Marc hunan or Jay Henderson
207-581-2569
Microcomputer Resource Center
11 Shibles Hull
Orono, Maine 04469

Computing & Instructional Technology

The prims stated are for use by Univ ratty, of Maine faculty, staff, aml matriculated students and are subject to rhalnw.
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Umps return to the job
By Ronald Blum
AP Sports Writer

But then the American and National
Leagues increased their offer during a bargaining session that began at 4 p.m. Sunday
and ended shortly before noon on Monday.
"Money was the biggest issue," commissioner Fay Vincent said. "I think both sides
compromised."
Under the four-year agreement,the minimum salary for umpires rises from $41,000to
$60,000 and the maximum goes from
$105,000 to $175,000. Umpires get a third
week of vacation during the season,a rise in
daily expense money from $162 to $185 and
increases in medical benefits, insurance coverage and pensions.
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Inequality

from page 17

Tennis and basketball: women players
constantly are "marked" verbally and visually, and are verbally infantilized. GenNEW YORK(AP) — The industry with
der was verbally, visually and graphically
two$5 million pitchers now has two$200,000
marked (e g ,"Women's National Champiumpires.
onship") an average of nearly 60 times per
Major league umpires agreed to a new
game in women's basketball, and never was
contract Monday and ended their two-day
marked in men' s games (which would be
workout. The only game they made it to was
refs-red to, for instance, as "The National
Milwaukee's opener at Texas, hut they were
Championship Game").
back yesterday for all nine games.
Women athletes frequently were referred
"It looked as if it was improbaole, if not
to as"girls" and "young ladies." Men athletes,
impossible,that we would reach an agreement
never referred to as"boys,"usually were called
withouta long,bitterstrike,"said Richie Phillirs,
"men," "young men" and "young fellas"In
head ofthe Major League Umpires Association.
tenniscommentary,women athletes were called
by only their first names 52.7 percent of the
time, while men were referred to by only their
from page 17
first names 7.8 percent of the time.
The AAFLA also went after newspapers.
also went on to have very successful indoor finished 23rd,a 19-place dropfor the previous They studied USA Today,the Boston Globe,
and outdoor track seasons as well.
year, but still good enough to put him on the the Orange County Register, and the Dallas
Young credits much of his sophomore- MI-Eastern Conference team again.
Morning News. Those papers' sports pages
year success to a strong training program he
Young also ran in the New England were ranked by the Associated Press to be in
used the previous summer. The regimen in- Championships this year, placing 70th. After the top 10 in the country.
cluded running 90 miles a week,or approxi- the race however, Young discovered he had a
Again the findings were not unexpected,
mately 13 miles a day.
stress fracture in his left leg.
but the extent of the inequality in coverage
"My success is because of hard work just
Young said it is very frustrating to know he makes my head spin. The AAFLA found
as much as athletic talent," Young said.
hasto run at far lessthan peak condition,and then (among other things)that stories focusing exHead track and cross country coach Jim had to sit out the entire int.kxx track season.
clusively on men'ssportsoutnumbered stories
Ballinger agrees
"(It was especially frustrating) when I addressing only women's sports by a ration of
"Jeff has a real good work ethic which he went to the State indoor track meet," Young
needs to be a distance runner."
said. "If I could have run, I might have been
"Young is the hardest working athlete I able to help the team."
know, but because of the sport he's in his
Young expects to run his first outdoor
accomplishments go unnoticed,"said former meet of the season, which pleases Ballinger.
UMaine cross country rumier Al Claussen.
"He isa cohesive force on ourteam because
Young was hampered by a knee injury of his good personality," he said "I'm real
throughout much of this year's cross country excited his injuries are healing. His patience
season, but still competed.
and perseverance is a motivational factor for
He ran in the Eastern Conference meet and the team."

Jeff Young

23 to!. Even when baseball and football were
eliminated men's . stones still outnumbered
women's by and 8,7 to 1 margin.
There were 2148 times as many column
inches devoted to pen-only sports stories as
there were to women-only sportsstories.(lust
to give you an idea, The Maine Campus
column inch is equivalent to six lines oftext).
In each newspaper,fewer than five percent of
all stories were devoted to women only.
Photographs of male athletes outnumbered
those of female athkses 13 to one. And 92.3
percent ofall photographs were picturesofmen
These numbers camy even more weight
when you consider the media outlets surveyed
compete in some of the largest markets in the
nation. These two reports finally put down on
paper the disparity in coverage that is already
painfully obvious. There needs to be a change
and there's no time like the present.
You may think that what goes in a newspaper or what'son television is predetermined by
some higher being. Wrong.You,the consumer
determine what you read and hear.
Sportseditorssn$,that they're printing and
playing what theiriiudience wants. Are you
happy with the sports coverage in your medium? If the answer is no,then do something
about it. Tell a sports editor what you want to
see and hear about.

The Maine Campus
is currently seeking applicants for the
following paid positions for the'91 -'92
academic year:

*Assistant Business Manager
rade It
A deeh..—
,ne 18 no gtteutant.oe
,,,b you want after college
you'll get
What can you do about it?
Co op Education.
It's a nationwide program that helps youjet
a career-rotated job while you're Arguing anedunetion
Not only can It help pay your Inky tbrough college,
It can pay ciff big later on
an more,write us.
Y U Box 999.Boston, MA 02118
graduate with experience that
put. y.... heada above the rest.

Co-op Educcal
We'll help
will

Co-op Education
tu earn a1

who youearn a

responsibilities include billing customers,
subscriptions, accounts receivable, etc.
- current first year students and sophomores need
only apply
- approximately 15-20 hours a week
call Rich at 581-1272 for additional information

•Advertising Production Manager
- general responsibilities include: overseeing
advertising production staff, layout of the paper,
meeting a daily deadline, training staff
- Macintosh Pagemaker 4.0 required,
- Pagemaker performance test will be given
•
- layout and design experience stronthr
recommended
- excellent opportunity for advertising majors
looking for creative, responsible People
approximately 15-20 hours a week
- call Kathy at 581-1273 for additional information

This is how some students
face their future.
For details. contact
Your Department F-acutty Coordinator
Cooperative Education Office
Wingate Hall, 2nd Floor 581-1344

Ad Production Assistalhts
- responsibilities include: designing and !typesetting
new advertisements
Macintosh Pagemaker 4.0 experience required
1
- approximately 10-15 hours a week
- call Kathy at 581-1273 for additional ihtbrmation

Apply at our offices in the basement q'Lord Hall

a

.--saatailierftmieistivalitiwwavgaiiireares.~.1110111ftenwik:r1144P..-3,
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Budget cuts force CIT to cut down on services
cut this year, left CTT with "no options."
As pan of Academic Affairs, cnr is
classified as support services and is one ofthe
few departments in Academic Affairs without
teaching faculty. Since the main priority of
the task force was to preserve the teaching
faculty, CIT suffered some of the heaviest
cuts in Academic Affairs
"We wound up with a larger cut because,
although we provide support for actual inclass instruction, we don't have any teaching
faculty," he said.
"It came down to a trade offas to eliminate
three graduate students or a faculty member,
or cuts in support services," he said.
Last year CIT, formally the Instructional
Systems Center (ISC), merged with the Office of Innovations, taking a 15 percent cut in
the process.

Today, as (IT, the depaitm
. ent has three
sections: television, including production setvices;computing, which includes computer repair,the computer store, general consulting and
training and the maintenance of the public
clirsters; and audiovisual,including graphic and
photogiaphicservices,audiovisual repairas well
as maintenance and delivery to classrooms.
While four employees were laid-off,three
in audiovisual and one in computing, Abbott
said the positions were not eliminated.
"Assuming the economy gets better,we would
hire those people back. We're just mothballing those positions," he said.
The worst effects of the cuts will be felt in
photographic services, said Abbott. The majority of photographic services involved
producing slides from textbooks and other
materials for lectures and 'presentations. All

photo services will be discontinued, forcing
faculty and staffto go off-campusto commercial photo stores for their jobs - causing a
significant increase in costs.
"We don't have the exact expenses, but it
svilI be at least twoto three times more expensive
going off-campus," Abbott said "We would
have had to charge outrageous prices to have
made it a totally self-supporting operation."
The second area of cuts was made in
graphic services. All services, with the exception of lamination and thermofax, will be
transferred to Urviaine's Department of Public Affairs.
"Graphics prices will he basically the same.
It will be an easy transition, but they (faculty
arid staff)will have to go farther, you can't get
one-stop instructional service anymore," he
said. Traditional graphics services include

overhead transparencies, posters for presentations at conferences and flyers for the Memorial Union and Residential Life.
The final area, audiovisual repair, will be
subcontracted off-campus. While 80 to 90
percent of therepair had been done at Cr!',all
repair will now go off-campus.
Abbott estimated a 50 percent increase in
price, "but not as drastic as photographic
services."
After losing four employees and taking
severe cuts, Abbott and the cTr staff remain
optimistic.
"Taking one of the largest cuts on campus
isn't particularly great for the morale of the
grow,but they're a dedicated crew," he said.
"I think over the summer we will have to
reorganize but we'll be providing as many of
the services as we can, Abbott said.

once the government formally proposed the
elimination of apartheid laws
Proposals to eliminate the other major
remaining apartheid laws, which prohibit
blacks from owning land or living in much
of the country,already have be.en submitted
to Parliament.

The Population Registration Act classifies people into racial groupings that for
decades have determined where they could
live and what facilities and amenities, such
as hospitals,libraries and beaches,they could
use. Most laws segregating facilities by race
already have been repealed.

Formal proposal for appeal of apartheid law

CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) —
The government Tuesday formally proposed
a draft bill in Parliament to repeal the Population Registration Act, a pillar of apartheid that classifies people by race.
President F.W. de Klerk pledged in
February that the race classification law and

all other remaining' apartheid legislation
would be repealed this year.
Approval by Parliament is virtually
certain. De Klerk's governing National Party
controls the dominant white chamber.
The European Community has said it
would review sanctions against South Africa

Maine Campus

To place your classified ad
call 81-1273 today!
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YOUR CAREER: WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS SUMMER
TO PREPARE FOR IT' Find out why IBM and XEROX are
interested in our summer program grads. Call 866-5851
for more info.
EARN $6-$8 per hour as you get a tan with COLLEGE
PRO PAINTERS - The best summer job under the sun! Call
1-800-346-4649
UM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION has work-study positions
now available for'91-'92. Pleasant work environment. An
on-campus learning experience. Responsibilities include
support for alumni programs and activities, record keeping, annual fundraising and University relations. Apply in
person before April 12. Mary Friedman, Crossland Alumni Center.
CHILD CARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE- We are a professional agency looking for dedicated, loving childcare
providers for families in the Boston, MA area. We offer
training, excellent benefits and salary, plus time to explore New England. 1 Year commtment necessary. Call
The Nurturing Nanny. 1-800-552-8133.
GUIDE STAFF: Coastal Kayaking Tours Inc. of Bar Harbor seeks qualified men and women to lead guided sea
kayaking tours in the Acadia National Park Area. You will
guide half-day, full-day and multi-day sea kayaking trips.
Applicants should possess outdoor leadership skills, be
sound paddlers, and enjoy working with people. A Maine
Cedes License (recreational) is required. Full-time and
Part-time positions available. Plenty of work, good pay
and bonus program. For application, job description and
interview contact us at (207)288-9605. onday-Friday
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.or contact the career c nter at UMO,
Wingate Hall at: 581-1359. on campus
interviews available by a000intment. Licensed cjuides only p4ease

MEET ME AT GEDDY'Sl Tonight- Te
Thursday 25( drafts, 75t bottles. Frida
Letterman's birthday party. Stupid human
now!
If your club, bar or restaurant offers live e
The Maine Campus is a great place to ad
581-1273 and ask hOw the classifieds can

her Tender
TGIF David
ricks- sign up

1

tertainment,
ertise it Call
ork for ou!

FOUR PIECE UVING ROOM SET. Excel t condition.
1250. Call Tony at 827-4223.
Call Holly or Ralph at 581-1273 to get yo ad.

lrrmfrrrr
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SUMMER STAFF: Acadia Bike Ex Canoe BarHarbor seeks
qualified men and women i!o work in the rental, tour and
retail operation. We are located in the heart of Acadia
National Park on beautiful Mount Desert Island. Positions
include: Customer service staff, Bicycle mechanics, Retail
sales staff, Office staff, Bike tour leaders, Shuttle drivers.
For application, job description and interview contact us
at (207)288-9605. Monday-Friday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
or contact the career center at UMO, Wingate Hall at:
581-1359. On-campus interviews available by appointment.
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*ECA
Recycle this baby.
ATTENTION HUMAN SERVICE PROFESSIONALS:Good
Will-Hinckley, a residential home for children in need of
placement, is seeking an individual for the position of
Assistant Family Teacher. This person would assist a
married couple in the running of a cottage with seven
adolescent males. Assistant Family Teachers work from
2:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m., 5 days a week including 2
overnights. Competitive salary with, excellent benefits
including educational reimbursement. Send résumé to
John Markoe, Director of Youth Services, Good WillHinckle
y, Hinckley, Maine 04944
N...
GET YOUR DREAM 1013.!; NOW- 100's of addresses and
telephone numbers of JOBS OPEN IN PARADISE. California, Florida, National Parks, Cruise Ships, Rafting-- for
Spring/Summer. HAVE A PAID VACATION. CALL 1-900226-2644. $3/ minute.
Wanted- Full-time summer help to paint houses. No
ex jakience necessary- will train, transportation needed.
(• .0866-0320 ask for Stevo
10St &

folind
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Lost: One dorm key in Damn Yankee; had 2 hair elastics
around it. Call 581-1273 if you have information. Found: Mazda car key in Knox hall parking lot on March '
25. Claim at Knox hall receptionist's desk between 6 p.m
and 11 p.m.
•
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ORONO EFFICIENCY APTS- for next fall $190/mo.
showing 1,2 Fa 3 Bdroom apts in Old Town. For an
appoint, call 827-7231. Also apartments for summer.
*BANGOR'Pinewood Apartments. Off Broadway exit.
2 bedroom town home W/D. No pets, security deposit, 1
year lease. $47.5 plus electric. 945-6955 or 945-5260.
Apartment available for Summer Sublet. 2 bedrooms,
1 1/2 baths, dishwasher. S625/mo. heat & hot water
included. Available date negotiable. Call Christine at
866-2074 or 581-1270.
Roommate Wanted to share a house in Old Town next
semester. Call Joe at 827-4372.
Summer Sublet - 5 room apartment in Old Town. June
through August. Call for details. 866-7567.
2 Bedroom Apartment available May 12 through Aug.
31st. 1/4 mile from campus. $500 per month heat and
hot water included. Call 866-4131.
Female Roommate Wanted:Old Town approi imately 4
miles from campus. Available mid-May or ne it school
year. S300/ month utilities included W/D qui A, clean
environment. Tel. # 8V-8656.
One N/Sfemale roommate needed to share 2 bedroom
fully furnished apt w/ 1 other female 3 milesfrom -ampus
May 11th to August 315t $200/ month includes h !at and
hot water for 3 month. Call Diane at 827-6097
Village Apartments - approximately 3 1/2 miles from
UMO. Newly built and laundry facilities on premises. 1
bedroom- 1375.00 - 2 bedroom $425.00 per-month.
Call Diane - 827-2554 or more information.

LOOKING FOR A cciob TIME? Catch the Headhunters
at Geddy's in Orono on Tuesday, April 16th at 9:00 p.m.
$2.00 cover 1.D. required. Cool tunes, no bullshit.Period.
Seven page booklet tells all of Maine's drug and paraphernalia laws in detail. $3. P.O. Box 61, Hebron, ME
04238.
To Mini (GG)I'll cherish all the memories and laughter! Keep up
the good work with Maine Day!
Love, Snip
WAKE UP!Get involved • Maine Day is only 14 days away!
ENTREPRENEURS. Make $3000 per month. Sell Students of America Sunglasses to retail stores anywhere in
the U.S.A NO INV. REQ Write P.O. BOX 70, Tualatin, OR
97062.

